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.--WARNlNG----.
PLEASE OBSERVE THESE S.AFETY PRECAUTlO:,\S

There is alwa~'s a danger present when testing electronic equipment.
Unexpected high voltages can be present at unusual locations in
defective equipment. Become familiar \\ith the equipment you're
working with. and observe the following safety precautions.

E\'ery precaution has been taken in the design of your instrument to insure that it is as
safe as possible. 110.... I'\'er, safe oper:llion de~nds on.' au. the operator.

l. ~e\·t'r UC~ thl' limits of this instrument as gh'en in the specifications section and
the additional special .....arnings in this manual.

2..\ se\'ert' :.hock hazard can rt'sult if the chassis of the eqUipment being serviced is lied
to the "hot" side of the AC line. An isolation transformer should always be used with
this equipment. Also. be sure that the topof your workbench and the floor underneath
it are dry and made of non-conductive material.

J. KemO\'e the circuit po"er before making conne<:tions to high voltage points. If this
cannot be done. be sure to avoid contact \\'ith other eqUipment or metal objects. Place
one hand in your pocket and stand on an insulated floor to reduce the possibility of
shock.

~. Uischargt Wttr t'apacitors after removing power before connecting to any part of the
circuit requiring power to be remo\'ed.

~, Resure ~ourequipmenlis in good order. Broken or frayed test leads can be extremely
dangerous and can expose you to dangerous \·oltages.

6. Remon-, the tf'St leads immediately arter the test has been completed to reduce the
possibility of shock.

i. Do not "ork alone when working on hazardous circuits. Always have another person
close by in case of an accident. Remember. e\'en a minor shock can be the cause of a
more serious accident. such as falling against the equipment. or ctIming in contact
with high \·oltages.

It Improper F"uselsl Void Warrant~·. Fuses are for your protection. so always replace
fuse with proper type and current rating. The proper fuse type description is marked
near the fuse holder and in the manual. Always:
a. Be sure ~'ou are replat'ing tht right fuse. On units with more than one fuse. be sure

you are placing the proper fuse value in the fuse holder.
b. Han' the propt'r size replat'ement fuse in stock. With each nev.· instrument. be sure

to update )'our fuse inventory with any special value fuses your instrument may
reqUire.
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DESCRIPTION
Introduction
The SC61 Waveform Analyzer represents the Hl'St improvement
in waveform measuring techniques since the nrst oscilloscope
was introduced over 50 years ago. Before the 5C61, all oscillo
scopes were stricti)' analog devices. Every measurement of
peak-to-peak amplitude. time, or frequency required matching
the wa\'eform to CRT graticule markings, estimating parts of a
CRT division or part of a cycle of the wa\-efonn and multipl)ing
the size of the waveform times the setting of the horizontal or
vertical s....itches. The measurements were not vel)' accurate
(I)'pical accuracy on an analog SC()pe is ±15l\) when interpreta·
tion error is considered), were time consuming, and were
subject 10 many errors (such as forgetting to turn the vernier 10
the calibrated position).

The SC61 combines the w3\'eform analyzing capability of a high
quality oscilloscope ....ilh the speed, atturacy. and freedom from
eITOrs of a computer. The SC:61 has a microcomputer that
monitors the vertical and horizontal circuits at all times. You
just push a button when you .....ant to measure all or part of a
.....aveform. The microcomputer determines the reading,
automatically sets the decimal, and produces a direct digital
readout of the value.

Features
The SC61 Waveform Analyzer starts ""ith a high quality oscillo
scope. The CRT display section has a band""idth of 60 MHz. and
is useable to 100 MHz to sho..... the needed detail when anal)Ling
digital signals. Speciall)' designed sync circuits (using differen
tial amplifiers and emitter-eoupled logic stages) provide solid
triggering 'A'ith the fewest trigger adjustments possible. The
input capabilities extend from 5 millivolts per di ...ision all the
way to 200lI volts DC or AC peak-to-peak_

Special video circuits simplify analyzing composite \ideo wa\'e
forms. Sync separators produce stable triggering on these
complex signals. Additional stages eliminate the half-line shiH
on interlaced signals, while others eliminate ventcal sync from
interfering with digital readings of signals displa)'ed at the hori·
zontal sweep rate. Video preset buttons allo..... pushbutton selec
tion of vertical or horizontal scanning frequencies.

There are two types of digital measurements made through the
same probe used for the CRT display. The first three functions
for each channel are called the Auto-TrackingTIo1 tests. Auto
Tracking means the microcomputer automatically tracks the
CRT display at aU times. The three Auto-Tracking functions are
DC volts. peak-to-peak \·olts. and frequency. All three functions
measure the entire wa\'eform_

The second group of digital tests are the Delta tests which let
you measure part of a waveform. These tests measure the peak·
to-peak amplitude, time, or frequency of any part of the wa\'e
form shown on the CRT.

Both types of digital tests are unaffected by the vertical or hori·
zontal verniers or position controls, allo.....ing the CRT display to
be an)' size you want without affecting the accuracy of the
digital readout. All tests are automatically ranged or directly
interfaced to the input attenuators for d.ireet readings.

One fmal test allows the frequency of the signal applied to
channel A to be compared to the frequency of the signal applied
to cl1annel B. The digital display shows the ratio of the two
frequencie- to troubleshoot divider or multiplier stages.
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SC6J Specifications
Analoe CRT S<!ctlon

Vertical Amplifiers:
Frequency Response: ±3 dB, DC to 60 MHz, useable to 100 MHz.

AC coupled: ±3 dB, 10 Hz to 60 MHz.
Risetime: 6 nanoseconds.
Deflection Facton.: 12 calibrated ranges in 1-2-5 sequence cali·

brated to read d.ireet ",,;th supplied 39G183 lOX probes. Con
centric vernier continuously variable between ranges ""ith
detent for calibrated position.

sensitivity: 50 mV/di.... to 2OOVldiv. with supplied lOX probes.
5 mVldiv. to 20Vldiv. direct.

Calibration Accuracy: ±4% from 20- to 30°C (68- to Sti°F) for
channel Aand/or B: ±10$ for A+BorB-A modes.

input Impedance: 10 megohms shunted by 15 pF ....ith 39G183
lOX Iov.--capacity probes, 1 megohm shunted by 50 pF d.ireet.

Maximum input Voltage: 3000 volts (DC + Peak ACj through
39G183 probes. 500 ...olts (DC + Peak AC) direct. Derated for
frequencies above 650 KHz. Protected to 3000 volts IDC +
Peak).

Input Coupling: AC. DC, and Ground.
Timing: iO nS delay line for both channels to show trigger point.
Invert: A\'3.iIable on channel A b)' pulling vertical position knob.
Display Modes: Channel A, il1\'erted channel A I-A), channel B,

dual trace (A&B). algebraic sum (A+B) or difference (B-:\),
and \'ector IX·V).

Dual Trace: ..\utomatically switches bet.....een duaJ-alternate
and dual·chopped (approximately 500 KHz chopping
frequency) depending on s.....eep rate when ..A&B" button
pressed. Forced to dual-alternate for aU sweep rates if aU
CRT display buttons are released to out position.

Vector: Channel A is Y axis, channel B is X axis. Bandwidth:
±3dB [rom DC to.; MHz. Phase shift: ±3- from 10 Hz to'; MHz.

sensitivity: Same as vertical amplifiers.
Z-Axis Input: BNC input on rear panel. DC coupled: ..£.5 volts

blanks trace. Frequency range: DC tQ 5 :\IHz. Protection: 35
vailS DC + Peak AC.

Horizontal Sweep:
Timebase: 19 calibrated sweep rates in 1-2-5 sequence. Concen·

tric \'ernier continuously variable bet.....een steps ""ith detent
for calibrated position.

Sweep Rates: 100 milliseconds/division tQ .1 microsecond!
d.i\;sion.

Aceuracy: ±4C\ from 20° to30-C (68-l086°Fl.
Video Presets: Activated in 20th switch position. Pushbutton

selection of 2 horizontal lines or 2 vertical fields of standard
~"TSCcomposite \'ideo signal.

lOX Expand: Expands horizontal sweep 10 times. Activated by
pulling horizontal position control. Aceuracy: ±5$ except
:!:~ on _1 •.2. and _5 microsecond/di\;sion sweep rates.

Trigger Circuits:
Trigger Source: Channel A. channel B. AC power line, or an

external source.
Trigger Modes: Norm (only provides trace when trigger circuits

ha\'e signal). Auto (pro\ides trace at all times), TV (same as
"Auto" ""ith sync separators added to use \'ertical or horizon
tal sync pulses as trigger reference. TV mode automatically
selected b)' ... ideo preset function, no matter where ~toDE

s""'itch set).
Trigger Polarity: selectable between + and - waveform tran

sition for non·video signals. selects positive or negative going
sync on video signals.



Internal Sensitivity: Normal or Auto mode: AC coupled: .5
divisions of CRT deflection from 10 Hz to 20 MHz, increasing
to 1.5divisions at 60 1101Hz and 3divisions (typical) at 100 1101Hz.
TI': 1 division of signal needed.. Vertical sync selected for all
"msec" sweep rates. horizontal sync selected for all "usee"
sweep rates.

External Sensiti\ity; 100 millivolts to 4() )IHz. triggerable to
100 MHz. :.taximum input: 500 volts (DC + PeakAC).

CRT:
Size: 96.4 x 120 mm. (approximately 5 inches) rectangular.
Type: Post deflection tube with P31 <blue-green) phosphor.
Model: l4OCGB41. Accelerating \'oltage: 6 KV to match CRT

requirements.
Graticule: Internally 8 x 10 division (approx..9 cm/divJ etched

on CRT faceplate to eliminate parallax. Special O. 10.90. and
looct markings for rise time measurements.

Beam Finder: Disables trigger and intensity controls. and
reduces vertical and horizontal gain to locate beam.

Auto-Trackln," DI,ltal Tesb

DC Volts:
Ranges: 2. automatically selected: 0-20. ~2000. direct reading

.....ith supplied low-c:apacily probes. Aceuracy: ±.5%. ±2 digit
including lo.....-c:apacity probes. ~o more than .5$ between
channels.

Input Impedance: 15 megohms through supplied lo.....-c:apacity
probes. 1.5megohms direct.

Resolution: 3l.1z digits (2000counts).
Source: Selected .....ith channel Aor B pushbuttons.
Protection: 3000 volts (DC + Peak AC) v.ith supplied low

capacity probes. 500 volts (DC + Peak AC) direct.

Peak·t~PeakVolts:
Ranges: 4. selected by channel A or B input attenuator

(unaffected by vertical vernier) : 0-8. 8-80. 80-800. 800-2000
\'olts peak·t~peak. Direct reading ....ith supplied 39G183 lOX
Iov.·-c:apacity probes.

Resolution: 3 V5 digits (8000 counts).
Aceurac)': ±2$. ±5 counts including Iov.·-capacity probes.

No more than 2% between channels. Calibrated at I KHz.
Frequency Response: ±.5 dB from 30 Hz to 30 :'IHz.·3 dB at
6OMHz.

Method (patent pending): DC coupled. microcomputer conlrol·
led successive approximation for positive and negative peak.
26approximations per reading. worst-case.

Source: Channel Aor Bselected by pushbutton.

Frequenc)':
Ranges: 7 automatically selected: 1.00·9.99 Hz. 10.00·99.99 Hz.

100.0 . 999.9 Hz. ooסס.1 • 99.9999 KHz. 100.000 . 999.999 KHz.
oo·9.99999סס1.0 :'lHz. OO·99.9999סס.10 )IHz.

Resolution: Up t06 digits (microcomputer controlled) •.01 Hz to
10 KHz depending on input frequency (see '"Ranges" aOO\'e
for details). Automatic resolution multiplier used for 1 Hz .
100 KHz to reduce gate time.

Accuracy: ±.OOl%. :::1 digit from 15a to 35-C (59 a to gs"F>.
Aging less than .0Ot $ per year.

Source: Selected ....ith channel A or B pushbutton. :\licrocom·
puter automatically selects trigger circuit output or auxiliary
counter amplifier depending on trigger source selected.

Sensitivity: Same as internal trigger circuits if reading frequen·
C)' of channel used as trigger source. 1.5 division of CRT
deflection if reading channel other than trigger source.

Read Rate: Automatically selected: <2 second for frequencies
between 1and 10 Hz. <.5 seconds for higher frequencies.

Frequency Ratio:
Method: Calculates ratio of frequencies applied to channel A

andB.
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Range: 1 to 999.999. AlB or BIA display annunciators indicate
which input frequency is greater.

Sensiti..ity: Same as frequency function.
Accuracy: :::3 digits (percentage does not apply because

aceurac)'of channel Acancels aceuracyofchannel B).
Response Time: I to 'I secoods depending on input frequencies.

&Ita DI,ltal Tesb

Delta Bar:
Measuremenl Bar: Intensified area set to any portion of wa\'e

form with Delta Begin and Delta End controls; functions of
controls automatically reverse if overlapped.

Range: 1 second to 50 nanoseconds.
Setability: ±2O oS typical.

Peak·t~Peak Volts:
Flmction: Amplitude of intensified area measured.
Range and Specifications: Same as Peak·tc>-Peak volts abc)\'e.
Source: Seleeted \\ithchanne1 A or 8 pushbutton.

Delta Time:
Function: Actual time of intensified area measured.
Accuracy: Same as frequency function above. Accuracy

unaffected by setting of horizontal or \'ertical controls.
Ranging: Microcomputer automatically places deeimal and

annunciator reading of mS or uS.

11Delta Time:
Function: Calculates equivalent frequency of Delta Time read·

ing.
Aceuracy: Same as Delta Time.
Ranging: Microcomputer automatically places decimal and

annunciator reading of Hz. KHz. or MHz.

Digital Display:
Type: Liquid crystal v.ith high temperature fluid for fast

response time and high contrast.
Xumber of Digits: Six (resolution controlled by microcomputer).
Annunciators: 12 (controlled by microcomputer) d. A. B. )IHz.

KHz. Hz. uS.mS. VDC. VPP. AlB. and BIA.

General

Warm Up Time: Unit completely operable as soon as CRT trace
appears. For maximum aceuracy of frequency measurements.
unit should operate for at least 30 minutes at room temperature.

Construction: Vinyl-c:lad aluminum case. fully £Ml shielded.
with C)'colaca bezel

Storage Compartment: Located in rear for storage of probes
and other small aceessories.

Size: 9.5" x 12" x 17" HWD 121.6 x 30.5 x U.2cm.)
Weight: 311bs. OU Kg.)
Power: lOS· 130 VAC 50/60 Hz as deli\'ered from factory. Field

convertible to 210 to 2SO VAC 50/60 Hz operation.
Power Consumption: 90 .....atts maximum.
• ~"C'CUc is artPUftd tndeca:t 01 Bcq·.....arntr

Accessories

Supplied:
2 ea: 39G183 low-c:apacit~· probes with isolated DC volts connec·

tor.
lea: 39G157 DC \'oltage probe v.ith multiplier resistor.
1ea: 66K28 color TV vector graticule overlay.
1ea: .;a" ground lead.
I ea: Instruction/Operation :'Ianual.
1ea: SChematic:IParts List



Optional:
DP226: 1:1 Direct Probe for measuring signals in the 5 to 50 mV

range.
PC227: Protective Cover to protect front·panel in portable appli

cations.
39G81: 250 MHz Demodulator Probe to show the modulation

envelope of A..~J signals.
PR;?; 600 )lliz UHF Frequency Prescaler for measuring

frequencies over lOCI MHz.
PL.207: RF Pickup Loop for inductive pickup of signals in high

impedance or high ,·oltage circuits.
HP2OO: 50 KV High Voltage Probe to extend the DC input range

to 50,000 volts.
TP212: to KV Transient Protector Probe to extend the DC input

range to 10.000 volts or to increase the DC input impedance to
150 megohms for lower circuit loading.

"~umerous PatenLS Pending"

"Sp«ifications SUbjKt to change ,,-ithout notice."

Controls

Fold out for da~rjptlons

6 FOldJIGd'<,



Fig. 1A - Front panel controls and features.

Controls
I. CRT DISPL-\Y.

2. DIGITAL READOUT - Provides direct readings of any
function selected with the DIG ITAL READOUT selector buttons
(Ja. k). The internal microcomputer selects the correct number
of digits, places the decimal. and turns on the annunciators to
indicate the channel, function, and range.

3 (a-k) DIGITAL READOUT selector buuons.

3a. DCV - Measures the DC voltage applied to the CHAN!\'EL
A DCY IN jack (11) and displays it on the DIGITAL READ
OUT (2).

3b. "PP - Measures the peak-to-peak voltage applied to the
CHANNEL A INPUT jack (0) and displays it on the DIGITAL
READOUT (2).

3c. FREQ - Measures the frequency of the signal applied to
CHANfI.'El A I!\'PUT jack (10) and displays it on the DIGITAL
READOUT (2).

3d. DC" - Measures the DC voltage applied to the CHAJ'J!\'EL
B DCY IN jack (8) and displays it on the DIGITAL READ
OUT(2).

3e. \,PP - Measures the peak-to-peak voltage applied to the
CHANl\'El B rr-.:"'PUT jack (6) and displays it on the DIGITAL
READOUT (2).



3(. FREQ - Measures the frequency of the signal applied to
the CHANNEL B 1l\'PUT jack (16) and displays it on the
DIGITAL READOUT (2).

The following four buttons measure only that port of the wave·
form intensified by the Delta Measurement Bar. The posilian of
the Delta Bar is controlled with the I:J. BEGIN control (19) and
I:J. END control PO}.

3g. CH ;\ lJ. PPV - Measures the peak·to-peak voltage of the
part of the channel A trace intensified by the Delta Bar and
displays the value on the DIGITAL READOUT tn.

3h. CII B lJ. PPV - Measures the peak-to-peak voltage of the
part or the channel B trace intensified by the Delta Bar and
displays the value on the DIGITAL READOUT (2).

3i. I:J.TIME -Measures the time duration of the Delta Bar and
displays the results on the DIGITAL READOUT (2).

NOTE: Only one button is needed for both channels because the
Delta Bar is positioned identically in both channels. The channel
A or B DIGITAL READOUT annunciators are not activated_

3j. I/I:J. TIME - Measures the time duration of the Delta Bar
and inverts it to show the approximate frequency of the Delta
Baron the DIGITAL READOUT (2). When the Delta Bar is set
to intensify one cycle of a signal. the frequency reading will be
approximately equal to the frequency of the signal.

3k. AlB or B/A - Compares the frequencies of channel A
and channel B and displays the ratio on the DIGITAL READ
OUT (2).

CluJnnel A Input Controls

-I. INVERT BAL- Compensation control allo.....scalibration of
the inverting amplifier to assure that DC reference levels are
the same for an inverted or non-inverted display.

5. TR,\CE BAL - Compensation control allows calibration or
input circuits to assure that DC reference le\'els are the same
from one setting of the VOLTS/DIVISION switch (7) to another.

6. VERTICAL POSITIO:'oi/INVERT - Determines vertical
position of Channel A trace. Pull knob to invert polarity of
Channel A trace.

'. VOLTS/DIVISION - Allo'o\'S direct CRT reading of peak-to
peak signalle\'els when Channel A vernier is rotated fully c1ock
.....ise. Calibration is for 10:llow-capacity probe. Divide readings
by 10 if direct probe is used. Provides correct range for channel
Adigital peak-to-peak readings.

8. VERTICAL VERNIER - Allows gain of Channel A \'ertical
amplifier to be varied for special tests. Must be turned full~'

clockwise for calibrated CRT measurements. Does not affect
digital tests.

9. INPUT COUPLING SWITCH - Selects DC or AC input
coupling or ground reference.

10. CHANNEL .0\ INPUT jack - Supplies signals for all
channel A tests, e:ccept DCV.

11. CIHNNEL A DC VOLTS input jack routes DC signals
around INPliT COUPLING SWITCH (9) to allow DC measure
ments when CRT is AC coupled.

Channel B Input Controls

12. VERTICAL POSITION - Determines vertical position of
Channel B trace. Channel Bdoes not have an invertfunction.

13. VOLTS/DIVISION - Allows direct CRT reading of peak
to-peak signal levels when Chan B vernier (14) is rotated fully
clockwise. Calibration is for 10:1 low-capacity probe. Divide
readings by 10 if direct probe is used. Pro\'ides correct range for
channel B digital peak-to-peak readings.

H. VERTICAL VERNIER - Allows gain of Channel B vertical
amplifier to be varied for special tests. Must be turned fully
clockwise for calibrated CRT measurements. Does not affect
digifal tests.

IS. INPUT COUPLING SWITCH - Selects DC or AC input
coupling or ground reference.

16. CUANr\EL B IXPUT jack supplies signals for all channel
B tests. except DCV.

11. TRACE BAL - Compensation control allows calibration of
input circuits to assure that DC reference levels are the same
from one setting of the VOLTSID1VISIO~ (13) to another.

18. CHANXEL B DC VOLTS input jack routes DC signals
around !l\'PUT COUPLING SWITCH (15) to allow DC measure
ments when CRT is AC coupled.

19, 20. ~BEGIN and lJ. E:'\D - Positions the intensified Delta
Measurement Bar anywhere on the waveform. The micro
computer automatically e:cchanges the function of the two
controls if the end of the Delta Bar is positioned before the begin
ning to allow measurements with the bar in either direction. The
intensified area is the only part of the waveform measured when
any of the four Delta functions are selected with buttons 3g·j.

Horl:ontal and Trll/I/erlng Controls

21. TRIGGER MODE: Selects three different triggering
options:

NORM - Only shows a trace when the triggering circuits are
fully locked to the incoming signal selected by the TRIGGER
SOURCE switch (22).

AUTO - Sho....'S a trace whether the triggering circuits are
locked or not.

TV - Switches in special sync-separators to trigger on the
sync pulses of a composite \'ideo signal. Automatically switch
ed between vertical sync for sweep speeds in the msec range
of the TIMEBASE-FREQ switch (2'7) or horizontal sync when
in the usec range. NOTE: MODE s'o\itch does not need to
be in the TV position if the VIDEO PRESET buttons (29 or 30)
are used.

22. TRIGGER SOURCE - Selects signal to be used to trigger
sweep circuits.

CH A- Selects signal from Channel A vertical amplifier.

CH B- Selects signal from Channel B vertical amplifier.

.00C LINE - Locks triggering circuit to 60 Hertz AC line.

EXT-Selects signal applied to EXT TRIGGER jack (25).



23. TRIGGER LEVEL - Determines amplitude of input
signal selected by TRIGGER SOURCE switch (22) that will
cause trigger circuits to operate. Scope will trigger at center of
symmetrical waveform when set to zero position. The " +,. and
"-" areas indicate amplitude change only, not triggering
polarity.

2~. TRIGGER POL..\RITY - Determines whether trace will
start on positive (+) or negative (-) transition of incoming
signal when TRIGGER MODE switch (21) is in NORM or AUTO
mode. When TRIGGER MODE switch (21) is in TV position. or
VIDEO PRESET BUTIO:-iS (29 or 30) are used, polarity refers
to polarity of sync pulses: "+" for positive going sync and ,._.,
for negative going sync.

25. EXTERK-\L TRIGGER Input - AlIov.'S external trigger·
ingsignal to be injected when TRIGGER SOURCE switch (22) is
in EXT position.

26. GROUND Jack.

2•. TI:\IEBASE-FREQ - Determines horizontal sweep rate.
Used for determining frequency or time of displayed waveform
on CRT when HORIZONTAL VERNIER (28) is rotated fully
clockwise. Does not effect digital frequency measurements.

28. HORIZO:,\TAL VERSIER - Allows sweep speed to be
varied for special tests. Must be turned fully clockwise for cali
brated time or frequency measurements on CRT. Does not
aJJect accuracy oj digital tests.

29. VIDEO HORIZ - Displays two or more horizontal lines of
composite video information, depending on setting of HORI
ZOSTAL VERNIER (28) when TlMEBASE-FREQ switch em
is set to "Video Preset" position. Also automatically selects
video sync separators regardless of setting of TRIGGER MODE
switch (21).

30. VIDEO VERT - Displays two more more vertical fields of
composite video information. depending on selling of HORI·
ZO);'"TAL VER:-:IER (28) when TIMEBASE·FREQ switch (27)
is set to "Video Preset" position. Also automatically selects
video sync separators regardless of setting of TRIGGER MODE
switch (21).

31. HORIZ POS'/IOX EXPAND - Determines horizontal
position of trace, Pull knob to expand trace horizontally by a
factor of 10.

32. PROBE CO:'l1P - Provides a square wave signal for adjust
ment of the low capacity scope probes to match the input ampli·
fiers.

33. BE.UI FISDER - Press to locate position of traces. When
this bunon is pressed, the vertical and horizontal gain is reduced
to display the relative position of both channel A and B traces.
This button also bypasses the INTENSITY control (41) and the
triggering circuits to aid in locating trace.
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Dlspla3' Pushbuttons and Controls

3-1. FOCUS - Electrically focuses electron beam for clear
trace.

35. TRACE ROT.-\TOR - Allows trace to be electrically
rotated to compensate for different magnetic field conditions.

36. VECTOR - selects "x·y" operation with channel A input
providing vertical deflection and channel B input providing hori
zontal deflection.

31. A & B - selects dual trace operation using both channel A
and channel B \'ertical input circuits. Dual trace display mode is
autt'matically determined by setting of TThIEBASE-FREQ
switch (27) with dual chopped operation between 100 and .1
msec. and dual alternate between 50 and .1 usec. Dual alternate
may be manually selected for slower sweep rates for special
applications b)' releasing all DISPL-\Y PUSHBUTIONs (36
through 39) to the "out" position.

38. CHAN 8 - Selects single trace operation using channel B
input circuit only. or allov.'S channel A and channel B to be added
when pressed simultaneously with CHAN Aselector button (39).

39. CHAN A - Selects single trace operation using channel A
input circuits only, or allows channel A and channel B to be
added when pressed simultaneously with CHAN B selector
button (38).

-10. ASTIG:'IIATIS:'II - Establishes focusing range to assure
that FOCUS control (34) operates properly at different settings
of INTENSITY control (-II).

-II. INTESSITY/PULL OS - Determines brightness of trace.
Pull knob to appl)' AC power to unit,

-12. COVER LATCH - Latches the optional scope cover.
PC227, to the case of the sC61.



Hear Panel Features

~3. CORD WR,\PPERS- Holds AC line cord.

~~. STORAGE CO:\IPARnIE""T - Holds probes and small
accessories.

~5. Z AXIS 1~I'UT JACK - Signal applied to modulate inten·
sit)' of CRT trace: +5 "olls blanks trace.

-tG. ACCESSORY J,\CK - Supplies 12·15 VOC at 100 rnA to
power accessories such as the PR4i 600 :\IHz Prescaler.

-tl. 111GB ,'OLTAGE FUSE - Protects low vohage supply in
case troubles dcvelop in high "oltage supply. Rcplace onh" with
,~ amp. slc-blo, type :It\G fuse. .

-ts. AC Ui\'E Fl:SE - Protects against possible fire haz.ard.in
case of internal troubles. Replace onl~' with 1 amp. slc-blo. t.rpc
3AG [usc.

-t9. AC POWEH CORO.

Supplied Accessories

50. \'ECTOR GRATICUI.E - Marked with phase angles for
analyzing color outputs of n ' receiver.

51. GROU:\D LEAn.

52. 39GI83 LOW CAPACITY PROBES - 2 supplied for direct
readings on CRT or digital readout. Includes special isolated DC
lead to connect to DeV IN jacks (II and 18) to bypass l~'PUT

COUPLING sv.itches (9and 15).

53. 39GI5i DC\' PROBE - Allows DC voltages to be
measured when39GI83 probes (51) not used.

Optional Accessories
5-t. PC22' Protecth'e CO\'er- Protects front panel for portable

applications.

55. PL207 RF PICKUP LOOP ~ Used for inducth'e pickup of
signals in high impedance or high voltage circuits when peak·to
peak voltage is not important. Shows waveshape, frequency. and
time relationships.

56. DP226 1;1 DIRECT PROBE ~ Provides dirl?'Ct input for
measuring signals in the 5 to 50 millivolt range to 15 MHz.

5i. 39081A 250 MHz DEMODULATOR PROBE - Sho....s AM
modulation en\'elope for general troubleshooting of A:\l systems to
250 MHz.

Fig. 1B - Rear panel reatures.

,
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OPERATION
Introduction
The operating inStructions are broken into three sections: the
CRT display, the AUIl>Trac:king'DI digital functions. and the
Delta measurements. Operation of the CRT display is identical
to that of a standard analog oscilloscope. The \"ertical and hori·
zontal controls are calibrated to allow analog measurements of
signals when desired. Most measurements. ho.....ever. are made
with the digital readout. These special digital functions give
results that are faster, more accurate. and subject to less
operator error than conventional analog oscilloscope measure
ments.

AC Power Connection

r----- WARNING
The SC61 must be used with a property grounded )..
....ire AC system for safe operation and minimum
pickup of external interference. AI\\'ays use an
Isolation transformer on any pie<e of equipment
(such as a TV receiver or radio) that is AC operated
and does not have an internal isolation transformer.
All warranties are voided if the 3rd wire ground is
bypassed, or if damage occurs from making a
connection to an un isolated hot-ground system.

The SC61 is ~ired for use on a 105-130 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz AC line
when shipped from the factory. The SC6l may be convened for
21/).25(1 rAC operation by changing the "iring of the primary (If
the pov..er supply transformer. Details on converting the (lperat
ing voltage are found in the ~laintenancesection (If this manual.

II is important that the SC61 be connected to a properly grounded
AC outlel. The ground connection insures safe operation in the
event of a circuit failure inside the san. or if the ground of the
SC6l is connected to a lest point that has a potentially dangerous
voltage. In either case. the ground connection insures that the
metal parts of the SCGI do not become a source of a shock hazard.

Extra care must be taken when working on a device. such as a
TV receiver or radio. that does not ha\'e an internal isolation
transformer. Such de\'iCi:$ must be connected to an isolation
transformer. such as the Sencore PRS7 AC POW"ERITE' . The
isolation transformer must be conn!'<:ted to the de\'ice bt'ing
tested. not the SOil. The isolation transformer breaks the
circuit path fonned. by the 3-"ire ground system to allow the
"hot chassis" to float in reference to earth ground_

The ground connection on the SOH also provides a return path
for interference when the unit is used in electrically noisy
en\'ironments. This is especially important when the SC61 is
used close to a high power RF transmitler.

Setting up the waveform,
a simplified approach
The fastest way to learn the SC61 is to use the same procedure to
set up every wavefonn. The front panel has all controls grouped
by function to allow you to move clockwise around the panel as
you apply the signals. adjust the trigger circuits. and then
adjust the horizontal sweep circuits. Always stan from the
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same point when you apply a new signal or experience difficulty
in locking the waveform.

Use the follo....ing procedures as a "checklist" to follov.· as you
learn to use the SC61. Each of these simplified procedures is
co\'ered in detail in other sections of this manual. Be sure to
read all the follo....ing sections to fuJly understand the effects
each control has on the waveform. Then. use these simplified
instructions (or the ones in the Simplified SC61 Operating
Instructions located in the pocket on the bottom of the SC611 as a
reminder of the steps needed to obtain a trace.

To set up any .....aveform:

1. Pull I:o..JEXSITY control outward to apply po.....er to the
50;1.

2. Press the desired CRT display button to produce a single
trace. dual· trace. or vector display.

3. Apply thesignaHs) to the vertical inpuUs).

a. Make sure the I1\"'PliT COUPLI!'\G s";tch is not set to the
"ground" position. It should be in the "AC" position for most
measurements.

b. set the VOLTS/DIVISION switch to a position that is one
half to one-eighth the amplitude of the input signal. NOTE:
Remember the VOLTS/DIVISION switehesare colibrated to
read directly l4'hen using the supplied 1014' capacil)' probt's: il
is no! necenar;r to muftipl)' times fen.

.;,. Adjust the four TRIGGER controls to lock the signal:

a. Set the TRIGGER SOURCE s....;tch to the signal you .....ant
to use as your reference: "CH A" .....ill trigger on a sample of
the signal applied to the Channel A input, "CH B" ....;11 trigger
on a sample of the Channel B input AC L1:\"E" will trigger on
a sample of the AC Line. "EXT" ill trigger on the signal
applied to the EXT TRIG INPUT jack.

b. Set the TRIGGER MODE switch to the desired posit:on;
"Auto" will be used for most signals. "TV" is used for com
posite \'ideo signals. or "Norm" is used for special triggering
conditions.

c. Set the TRIGGER POLo\RITY s";tch for the desired start
ing point. The polarity is often unimportant. When using the
"TV" position of the TRIGGER MODE s,,;!ch. ho.....ever. the
TRIGGER POLo\RITI' s.....itch must be set to the polarity of
the s~-nc: pulses.

d_ Adjust the TRIGGER LEVEL control until the trace is
properly locked on the CRT.

5. Adjust the TIMEBASE·FREQ s~'itch for the desired
number of waveforms across the CRT. Remember to use the
frequency markings on the outside ring as a guide when the
frequency of the signal is known. Use the position wit~ a ~arked
frequency that is lo .....er than the frequency of theapphed SIgnal.

6. Adjust the VERTICAL POSITtoX. HORIZ POSITIOX.
FOCUS. and IXTEXSITY controls as desired for the best wave
form.
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2. Select display 6. Adjust for best trace 5. Adjust TIMEBASE·
FREQ switch for
desired waveforms

Fig. 2 _ Follow this sequence to get 8 trace on the SC61. Note that the trigger controls are marked for a channel A signal.

Control(s)
to Check
(after releasing
BEAM FINDER)

Locating the trace
with the BEAM FINDER
You may occasionally lose the trace because one or more of the
CRT controls is improperly set. Pressing the BEAM FINDER
button overrides several internal circuits 10 force the trace back
onto the screen. The position of Ute traces with Ute BEA.'t
Fl:-'"DER button pressed indicates what steps are necessary to
obtain a properly centered trace.

The BEA:\t FINDER o\'errides four circuits .....hen the button is
pressed: 1. The Il\TEi\SITY control is bypassed to show the
trace position when the intensity is reduced. 2. The trigger cir·
cuits are disabled to produce a trace if "normal" triggering is
selected ....iUt Ute TRIGGER ~toDE s.....itch. 3. The gain of Ute
\'ertical amplifiers is redured to bring the trace onlo the CRT
screen no matter where the "ERTICAL POSITIO~ controls are
set, and -I. The gain of the horizontal amplifier is reduced to
foree the trace onto the CRT horizontally. These four conditions
will force Ute trace onto the screen for any combination of
control seuings.

The follo....ing table sho....-s bow 10 interpret the CRT trace .....hen
using the BEA~t FI~"DER. Remember that one or t.....o traces
....i11 appear. depending on which CRT display mode is selected
....iUt the CRT selector pushbuuons. You may .....ish to locate one
trace at a time by selecting the CH.-\~ ,J" and then CHAN B
button.

What Appears
on SCreen
(with BEAM
FINDER pressed)
Beam at center
of screen .. , , . , , .. , ..... Iniensltyrrrigger Mode
Beam above or
below center ,.,.,. Vertical Position

Beam at left or
right of center, .. " Horizontal Position

1 I



The signal applied to either the channel A or B vertical input
ma~: be displayed independently. Press the CHA.'\" A or CHA.\' B
button 10 display either tra~. A signal may be connected to the
second channel ....ithout affecting the displayed channel.

Fig. 4 - The four CRT display pushbuttons select one of
six different display modes.

Slnllle Trace Operation
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Automatic dual·trace operation

1--_ Be.m 8.,m

Adjust HORIZ POSITION

Press the" A&8" button .....hen you .....ant to vie..... t.....o .....a\·eforms.
The SC6t automatically selects between the dual-chopped or the
dual·alternate display mode. depending on the setting of the
TIMEBASE·FREQ s....itch. All s.....eep rates between 100 mS and
.1 mS (enclosed with the "m sec" bar) .....ill be shown in the dual
chopped display mode to prevent flicker on lo.....er s.....eep rates.
S.....eep rates in the "u sec" range are displayed as a dual
alternate trace to pre\·ent the chopping signal from causing a
segmented display on higher s.....eep speeds.

Forclnll the SC6I
Into the dual-aJternate mode

S..m

I ;

Adjust VERTICAL POSITiON

---S..m

There ma)' be times hen the chopping oscillator causes inter-
ference in the trace hen the "A&8" mode is used on s eep
rates in the "m sec'· range of the TJ:\IEBASE-FREQ s itch.
This IOterference is common on all dual-Irace scopes and is
caused by the 500 KHz signal that qUickly moves the CRT beam
bet.....een the channel .-\ and 8 signal. The interference only
becomes noticeable when the chopping frequenc)' is an exact
multiple of the input frequency, Fig. 5 sho.....s an example of
chopping interference.

The SCSI may be forced into the dual-alternate display mode by
releasing all four display pushbultons to their "out" positions.
Simply press lightly on any of the buttons that is not depressed
until the s....itch mechanism releases all of the buttons. The SC61
may be returned to its automatic dual-trace mode at any time
b)· depressing the ,.A&8" pushbutton.

Adjust INTENSITY or TRIGGER MODE

Fig. 3 - The BEAM FINDER forces the trace onto the CRT
for any control setup.

Selecting the proper
CRT displa~pushbutton
The SC61 has six different CRT display modes selected by the
four CRT display pushbuttons located immediately below the
CRT. The display options break into single-trace. dual-teace. or
"eclor (X·'.t) modes. The follo\\ing paragraphs describe the six
different options 3\'ailable.

t---t----r
'::-. -:FT.-1.. .,..?H-\

Fig. 5 - Releasing all four CRT display buttons forces the
SC61 into the dual-alternate mode and eliminates this
type of interlerence.

12



Inverting the channel A trace
for special tests

Some waveforms are easier 10 interpret if im'erted, One example
is using the dual-trace mode of the SC61 for comparing the input
and output of an inverting stage to determine if the stage is
adding distortion or phase shift to the signal, The channel A
trace may be inverted by pulling the channel A VERTICAL
POSITION control to the "oul" position. The in\'ersion circuit
affe-cts only the displayed waveform. This is important ..... he-n the
A channel signal is used to trigger the horizontal circuits. The
triggering polarity of the inverted signal will not change when
channel A is inverted, allowing the triggering circuits to be set
one time while the channel A. trace is alternately displayed as an
inverted or non·inverted signal.

NOTE: Be sure the inversion switch is set to the non·inverting
mod€.' wh€.'n making standard m€.'asurements. Confusion in
waveform interpretation may result if the channel A trace is
unintentionally inverted.

Algebraic addition or subtraction
of signals (A+B or JJ.A)

Some applications require two signals to be added to form a
composite signal or subtracted to display the difference of two
signals. The SC61 will add the two signals (A+B) when both the
CHAN A and CHAN B display pushbuttons are depressed at the
same time. Subtraction occurs when both buttons are pressed
and the channel A signal is inverted by pulling the channel A
VERTICAL POSlTto~ control.

Remember that the phase relationships of the two signals will
determine whether the two signals actually increase when
added or cancel when subtracted. If both signals are of the same
phase. for example. adding the signals will cause the size of the
displayed waveform to increase. Subtracting two signals of the
same phase will cause a decrease in the size of the display wave
form or total cancellation. But. if the two signals are ISO" out of
phase. the opposite will occur. Adding out-of·phase signals
results in cancellation, and subtracting causes an increase in
waveform size. Any phase shift besides 0" and ISO" will result in
the instantaneous sum or difference of the signals to be displayed.

Locating amplifier distortion
The "A + B" and "B - A" display modes may be used to isolate
audio amplifier stages that are causing distortion. The SC61 is
connected to the input and output of a single stage and then set to
cancel the output signal with the input signal. The resulting
display is the distortion added by the tested stage. The audio
signal source used should be a sine wave, but does not need to
have extremely low distortion le\tels because any distortion in
the test signal will be present at the output of the stage being
tested, resulting in cancellation of the signal source distortion. It
is possible to isoiatedistortion as small as .1% using this method
because the gain of the SCSI channels may be increased beyond
the level that .....ould cause full-scale denection, if channel A and
B were displayed normally, while the residual distortion part of
the signal will remain relatively small on the CRT display.

To display the distortion produced by a single stage:

1. Connect an audio oscillator to the amplifier input.

2. Connect the channel A probe to the input of the stage to be
tested. and the channel B probe to the stage OUlpUt.

3. set the VOLTSIDIVISIO~ switch for both channels to pro
ducea full·scalesignal.

4. Confirm that the phase of the channel B signal is opposite
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that of the channel A signal. If they are the same phase, pull the
channel A VERTICAL POSITIO~ control to invert channel A.

5. Depress the CHAN A and CHAN B display pushbuttons at
lhesame time to produce an "A + B" display.

6. Adjust the VERNIER control of either channel until the
trace is as small as possible vertically. This step balances the
amplitude of the two traces for full cancellation of the input
signal. The resulting signal, that cannot be eliminated \\ith this
step. is the distortion added by the channel being tested.

7. If the result of step6 is a straight line, there is less than 2%
distortion in the measured signal. The distortion resolution may
be increased by ten times (20 dB) b)' increasing the sensitivit)' or
both VOLTSIDIVISION s.....itches by ten times. IJ. for example.
channel A is set to 1 volt per division. and channel B is set ror 2
volts per division. change them to. I and .2 respectivel)'.

8. Repeat this test, stage-by-stage. until the stage causing the
distortion is located.

Fig. 6 - The distortion remains aHe, nulling the input and
output of an amplifier with the A + B function.

Reducing the level or undesirable signals
The A + B mode can be used to eliminate or reduce the level of
some undesirable interference signals that may cause difficul
ties in \'ie.....ing the signal containing the interference. For
example, the 60 Hertz hwn that may be present in a signal can
be reduced so that just the signal is present on the CRT. A
sample of the interfering signal is simply injected into the
second SC61 input and the t.....o signals are algebraically sub
tracted until the interfering signal is fully cancelled.

To reduce the undesirable signal level:

I. Connect the signal to be measured to the channel B input.

2. Connect a source of the undesirable signal to the channel A
input, for example, the secondary of the AC power transformer
for 60 Hertz hum.

3. Depress the A & B display pushbutton and set the TIME
BASE-FREQ s.....itch and TRIGGER controls to lock in two or
three cycles of the signal to be vie.....ed.

4. Set the VOLTS/DIVISION s.....itches for both channels so
that the undesirable signal in channel A is about the same
amplitude as the undesirable signal in channel B.

5. Depress both CHA.~ A and CHAN B display pushbuttons at
the same time to obtain the A + B mode. If the amount of inter
ference doubles, reverse the phase of the interfering signal by
pUlling the INVERT s.....itch in the channel A VERTICAL
POSITION control.

6. Use the channel A vernier control to reduce the undesirable
signal to its lowest level.

NOTE: The channel A VOLTS/DIVISION vernier control must
be changed if Ihe chann€.'l B signal is changed or there is a
change in the amount of interfering signal.



1. Apply the signals to the t.....o SC61 inputs.

2. Depress the VECI'OR display pushbutton.

3. set the channel a L'--PUT COUPLING s....;tch to the "ground"
position and the channel A Ii'.--PUT COlJPLIr\G sv.;tch to the
.. AC" position.

To measure the phase difference using the VECT'OR mode:

Fig_ 8 shows typical phase relationships as shown in the vector
mode. The foUov.ing procedure may be used to calculate phase
angle. Asimplified method of measuring phase is covered in the
digital display instructions on page 40.

5. Set the channel A I:-'"PUT COlJPLI:\G s.....itch to the
"ground" and the channel B 1i'."PUT COlJ"PLI:\G s....itch to
"AC".

Fig. 8 - Phase relations are represented In the vector
mode with different shapes and orientations.

The vertical gain is controlled by the channel A VOLTS/
DIVISION s..... itch. The channel A VERTICAL POSITION
control adjusts the pattern's vertical position. The channel a
VOLTS/DIVISION switch controls the amount of horizontal
gain. The horizontal position is adjusted by the HORIZ POSITlO:\"
control (the channel B VERTICAL POSITIO:--l control has no
effect on the trace when the vector function is selected).

6_ Adjust the channel B VOLTS/D1VISIO=" s....itch and VER
NIER control for exaclly 4 di\;sions of display along the hori
zontal axis.

4. Adjust the channel A VOLTSIDIVISIO:--I and VER:\IER
control for.; di\isions of displa)'.

Vector ex-¥) operation

7. Return the channel A INPUT COUPLlNG switch to the
"AC" position.

The SC61 may be used as a \'ector (sometimes called "X-Y")
scope by pressing the VECl'OR display button. The signal
applied to channel A causes \·ertieal (\') deflection. and the
signal applied to channel a causes horizontal (X) deflection.
The resulting Lissajous (liss·a·jev.·) pattern compares the phase
and frequenc)' relationships of the tv.-o signals. The special
design of the SC61 provides accurate phase comparisons to 4
MHz ....ith less than 3· of phase shift between channels.

5. se analog procedures or the Delta Time digital function to
determine the time delay between the two signals.

4. Depress both the CHAN A and CHAN a display pushbuttons
at the same time to obtain the "A + a" mode. The two signals
are now algebraically added on the CRT.

1. Connect the two signals to the channel Aand B inputs. using
channel A as a reference.

To determine the time relationship of two signals:

2. Set the TBtEBAS£-.FREQ switch and TRIGGER controls
to view tv.-o or three locked-in cycJes of the reference signal.

3. Depress the "A & B" display pushbutton and adjust the
VOLTS/DIVISION s....;tches until both signals are about the
same amplitude on the CRT screen and occupy less than four
vertical divisions.

Using the A + B mode to determine
the timing of two signals

The "A - B" display mode may be often used to simplify the
comparison of the timing of two signals. Common applications
include the time difference between two pulses or square waves
or the comparison of a triggering pulse compared to an analog
signal, such as a ramp. Combining the two traces into one trace
eliminates the need of resetting the VERTICAL position
controls if the amplilUde of either of the two traces changes.
Either the channel A or B VERTICAL POSITIO~ conlrOl may
be used 10 place the desired part of the waveform on the cali
brated center graticule line. saving additional measurement
time.

Fig. 7 - The two waveforms In the top photo are added
wnh the A + B function to compare the timing in the
bottom photo.

8. Use the channel A VERTICAL POSITION control and the
HOR1Z POS. control to center the displa)·ed pattern around the
center of the graticule.

9. Measure the number of divisions between the points .....here
the o\'al touches the vertical graticule line and di\;de this figure
by ";l" (the total number of di\isions of the outside ova)) as
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Fig. 12 - The azimuth setting is correct when the vector
pattern shows a 0 0 phase shift.

To set the playback head on a thr1!e-head machine. or the record!
playback head on a two-head machine:

5. Rough in the alignment by adjusting the !ape head azimuth
adjustment screw for the largest amplitude signal on the CRT.

4. Play back the tone and adjust the SC61 vertical inputs to
show about three divisions of deflection. Both vertical input
switches should be set to the same range and the vertical
verniers set to the "Cal" position.

3. Press the "A & B" display pushbutton on theSC61.

2. Load the alignment tape on the machine and locate the
azimuth adjustment tone.

NOTE: Be sure to clean and demagneti=e the heads of the
machine before loading the alignment tape to prevent partial
erosure of the reference signols.

standard test alignment tape. available from many electronics
parts distributors, or audio supply houses. You should have a
tape for each type of tape deck )'ou service; reel·te-reel,8-track
cartridge. or cassette.

b. Azimuth error (grutly eltlggerlted) results when thl held Is not
proper1y IdJusted.

Fig. 11 - An improper azimuth setting causes the record
ed signal to cross the left and right head-gap at a different
time, causing a phase shift.

The alignment procedure involves setting the head for the
highest amplitude output and the least amount of phase differ
ence between the left and right channel. Decks with two heads
(erase and record/playback) only require a playback setting. A
separate record adjustment is not necessary because the same
head-gap is used for both recording and playback. Decks with
three heads (erase, record, and playback) require the playback
head to be adjusted to the reference tape. and the record head is
then adjusted to match the playback head.
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I. The head g.p. should be exactly perpendicular to the edge of the
~"'.

1. Connect the left tape deck output to either SC61 input and
the right tape deck output to the second input.
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ShOVoi1. The result is the sine of the phase angle. Use a scientific
calculator or trig table to determine the phase angle.

Sine of the phase angle = Divisions inside of the oval
Divisions outside of the o\'al

Vector graticule
A special graticule overlay is included to use when analyzing
color TV receiver circuits with the vector function. The graticule
is made of a special plastic that will cling to the CRT face
without the need of adhesive. Simply place the center circle of
the special graticule over the center of the CRT with the letter·
ing facing the correct direction; the "burst" marking on the left.
the "R·V" marking at the top. and the "B-V" marking at the
right. Rub )'our hand over the overlay to make it stick. Save the
backing paper to store the graticule overlay when not in use.

Fig. 10 - A special graticule is included for TV vector
service. The graticule is placed over the front of the CRT
and rubbed gentfy to make it stick in place.

Using the vector mode to align audio tape heads
The mechanical position of the "gap" of the record or playback
head in a tape recorder has a great effect on both the frequency
response and the outpulle.·el of the head. The gap must be posi·
tioned exactly perpendicular to the edge of the tape (as shown in
Fig. 11) for best results. The \'ector function of the SC61 provides
a method of setting this adjustment much faster and much more
accurately than any other method. The procedure requires a

When making vector tests in a TV receiver. the channel A probe
should be connected to the R·V output and the channel B probe
to the B·Y output. Both vertical attenuators should be set (or the
same gain and the vernier controls to the "Cal" position for
proper vector shaping.

ina e = B
A

Where 0 = Phase Angle

Fig. 9 - Calculation of phase angle using a Ussajous
pattern (VECTOR),
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6. Press the "VECJ'OR" display pushbutton.

7. Adjust Ihe azimuth adjustment scre\lo' until the "'ector pat·
tern is as close as possible to a straighlline ~;th zero phase shift
(045- angle) as sho'A'll in Fig. 12.

The playback head is now adjusted for optimum performance.

Appl1ling sigJUlls
to the vertical inputs
Signals may be supplied to the $C61 in se\'era! ways. Each
method has certain advantages and disadvantages thai should
be considered before making a connection.

To adjust the~rd head on a three-head machine:

1. Perform the alignment of the playback head listed above.

2. RemO\'e the alignment tape from the machine and load a
blank tape.

3. Apply a I KHzsinewave to both the left and right inputs. Use
a ..y" connector so the same signal is applied to both channels
with no phase shift.

04. Adjusl the recording level controls until both recording VU
meters are sho'Aing 0 dB le\·els.

5. Place the machine in the "record" mode.

6. Set the "source/tape" switch to the "tape" position to
monitor the recorded signal from the tape using the pla)'back
head.

7. Depress the"A & B" display pushbutton theSC61.

8. Adjust the record azimuth adjustment screw until the signal
played back has the highest possible amplitude.

NOTE: There will be a delay of abollt S7 second bel ....·eell the
time Ihe sigllQl is recorded by Ihe record heod and picbd lip by
the pla)'bacolt head .'fake the adjllslmellt and then wait for the
pettern on the SC61 to stabili:e befare maltin, addiliollQl adjllst·
ments.

]96%8] IOU>eapaclt31 probes
Most measurements require the use of the supplied 39G183low
capacity probes. The probes isolate the capacity of the test
leads, CRT input circuits. and DC input circuits from the circuit
being tested, reducing the chances of circuit loading and
measuring errors. The special design of the 39G183 probes
protects the SC61 to 3000 volts DC or AC peak·to-peak, allowing
measurements in high \'oltage circuits. The 39G183 probes also
pro\'ide a separate isolated circuit for DC \!altage
measurements.

Reducecl sensiti\ity is the only disad\'antage of using the low·
capacity probes. The probes divide the amplitude of all signals
by ten before reaching the SC61 mput jacks. The probes aJlov.
measurement of signals as small as 25 millivolts LQ?..5 \·olls).
which is adequate for most circuit tests.

Both the CRT display and digital tests read direct \\;th the
39G183 probes. Keep this in mind if you use competitive scopes
that require multiplying by ten for the low--eapacity probes. You
do not need to multiply readings by ten .....hen using the SC61 with
lOX probes.

A special resistance wire between the probe and connector
prevents waveform distortion caused by signal renections
inside the coaxial cable. Do not replace this ....-ire with an)' other
t:,.-pe, as .....a \ dorm distoMion will occur. The tiny center conduc·
tor requires special connection techniques. Send de.fecth·e
probes to the $encore Service Department if sen.ice is e\'er
required.

9. Press the ""ECTOR" displa)' pushbutton on the SC61 and
adjust the record head azimuth adjustment until the \'ector pat·
tern is as close as possible to a straight line 'Aith zero phase shift
(045- angle) as shown in Fig. 12.

The recording head is now properly set. The recording azimuth
adjustment has been rererenced to the standard alignment tape
since the playback head was set to this standard before the
recording head was adjusted.

A special high temperature co\'ering protects the resistance
\\ire from heat damage. such as contact \\;th a soldering iron.
Both ends ha\'e extensive strain relief to protect the cable from
damage dUring normal use. The 39G183 probes will gi\'e years of
reliable use with reaSOnable care. A\'oid excessive mechanical
stresses on the special cable. Keep the probes out of the way of
hea\'y objects and off the Ooor .....hen not in use, or breakage of
the probe tip or body is possible.

Using the SC6% with sweep generators
or curve tracers

The special design of the 39Gl83
The SC61 digital readout presented a special design problem
that was overcome \\ith the 39G183 probe. The DC signal had to
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The vector mode eliminates the need for a separate horizontal
input jack for special tests. :\lost sweep generators and curve
tracers. for example. require a horizontal input to reference the
CRT display to the special tester. Connect the \'ertical output of
the de,,;ce to the channel A input. and horizontal output to the
channel B input and press the \'EcrOR button. The channel B
VOLTS'OIVISIOX switch provides complete control or the
horizontal gain. Either AC or DC coupling may be used on both
channels. as required for some tests.

NOTE: If a sweep generator lIS('S inl('nsil)' markers. conneCl
Ihe inlensit)' OUlPll1 of lhe generator 10 lhe Z AXIS INPUT jecit
on the rear a/the SC61 A posith·e·going marlter signal cOllses a
darRspol on the trace.

Fig, 13 - Separate isolated paths for the AC and DC
signals prevent the stray test lead capacity from loading
high frequency circuits.
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Connecting the 39G183 to the circuit
The 39G183 rna)' be used in either of Iwo .....ays to make circuit
connections: ....ith a retractable hook tip, or ....ith a needle-type
connector. To use the retractable tip, simply pull back on the
collar (see Fig. 16) to expose the connecting hook. Slip the hook
O\'er the component lead or test point, and N!lease the collar,
'The sleeve ....'ill then slide fON'ard to hold the probe in place.
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be routed separately from the signal used to drive the CRT.
digital peak-to-peak function, and digital frequency function. If
all signals had been routed in one path, it .....ould have been
necessary to have the 11\'PUT COUPLING switch in the "DC"'
position to measure DC voltage \\ith the digital display. This.
however. was not convenient because most waveform measure
ments are easier to make with the CRT input in the AC coupled
mode.

Simply connecting the DC lead to the scope probe ahead of the
scope isolation network, hov.·e\·er. leads to loading problems. TIle
DC lead acts like a capacitor placed in parallel y,ith the isolated
scope probe. causing problems. in high impedance or high
frequenc~' circuits. The solution was to add a second isolation
network inside the probe_ The 39G183 probe serves as both a 10: 1
DC dhider and a 10: 1 AC divider. The DC lead is resistively
isolated from the circuit, just like the AC path.

The input impedance of the CRT circuits at the input jack is 1
megohm when DC coupled, or 2megohms when AC coupled. The
impedance of the DC input is 1.5 megohms. The series isolation
inside the probe increases both \'alues to ten times the direct
input. or 10 megohms for the AC path and 15 megohms for the
DC path_ The t\1:0 measuring paths are usuall)' in parallel for a
total DC impedance of about 6 megohms. While this is a some
what lower impedance than most scopes, there are \·el')· fe'llo·
circuits affected by the slightly 1000·er impedance_ If DC loading
is ever a problem, simply disconnect the DCV I~ lead from the
SC61. The input impedance ....ith the DC path disconnected is 10
meji!ohms .....hen DC coupled or 11 megohms .....hen AC coupled.

Connecting the 39Gl83 to the SC61
The separate AC and DC paths require two connectors for each
probe. Connecl the Bl'."C connector flrst to hold the assembly in
place while connecting the DCV IN lead.

Fig, 16 - Pulling back on the coUar exposes the metal
hook that Is connected to the circuit.

Fig. 17 - Unscrew the probe tip to expose a sharpenea
steel probing tip.

The pointed tip is exposed by unscre....ing and removing the
retractable tip. The tip is made of hardened steel to insure solid
connections to circuits that may have an oxide coating that
prevents reliable electrical contact.

CHANNEL B
I.'• ...c,

Connect the probe .....ith the blue ring on each end to the channel
A input 10 lell .....hich probe is .....hich \\ithout tracing the ....ires
from the probe back to the SCSI. The probes .....ork equally well if
the blue-coded probe is connected to channel B, but you lose the
convenience of color-eoded probes,

INPUT COUPLING

DC~ AC

The SC61 includes a special DC \'oltage probe in addition to the
t.....039G18310.....-eapacity probes. The 39G157 DCV probe contains
the 10: 1 di\;der resislor needed for c1i.rect readings. Unplug the
39G183 DC\' IN connector from channel A or B and replace it
....ith the 39G157 plug .....hen you .....ant to make DC measurements
.....ithout using the 39G183 probes. Press the channel A or B DC\'
DIGITAL READOliT button for the channel that has the DCY
probe connected to read the \'oltage applied to the 39G157 input.

Fig, 14 - The small banana plug must be connected to
the DCV IN jack to read DC vaNs through the fow-capacity
probe,
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It may be necessary to use a special clip (like the one sho"..n in
Fig. 18) when connecting to an integrated circuit. These clips
are available in a variety of sizes and styles for different Ie
packages. Pomona and E-Z Hook, for example. have clips
designed for 14. 16,2';. and .;0 pin ICs. These clips are usually
available through local electronic supply houses.

Fif}. 18 - IC test clips provide secure connections to IC
pins with little chance of shorting adjacent connections.

Test probe ground connectors
Each 39G183 comes 'l.;th two ground leads and a ground clip. It
is ,-ery important that you use the shortest possible ground con
nector .....hen working in high frequency circuit or circuits that
produce square-wave signals voith fast risetime. The inductance
of extra ground lead length ....i1l cause distortion in these signals.
The long 02") ground lead must only be used when measuring
low frequency signals.

It is always necessary to ground each probe to prevent inter
ference or other .....avefonn distortion on high frequency signals.
The ground connection should be made as close to the test point
as possible because the extea inductance of a printed circuit
board or chassis ....iring ....ill have the same effect on the display
ed signal as the longer ground leads: .....avefonn distortion.

The small ground dip should be used .....hen making tests in
digital stages. The small size is designed for easy connection
.....hen the spring'loaded tip is removed. The clip is made of
spring steel to allo..... connections to the closely spaced pins of an
Ie. And, above all. the length of the clip is the smallest possible
to prevent signal distortion on fast rise-time signals.

Fig. 19 - The ground clip provides the shortest possible
ground connection and a convenient way to connect to IC
pins.
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Use care .....hen removing a ground lead from the probe. The
plastic strain-relief collar surrounding the probe ground connec·
tion rotates. and must be set to center the ground connector in
the rectangular slot before attempting to remove the connector.
Failure to center the connector in the slot before pulling the
connector may result in a broken ground lead or plastic steain
relief collar.

Fig. 20 - Make sure the ground clip Is centered In the
strain relief hole before trying to remove the clip.

Probe frequenc)' compensation
Each 39G183 probe has a special compensation capacitor built
into the BXC connector body. This capacitor matches the capa·
city of the probe and connecting cable to the input of the SC61 for
flat frequency response. The compensation should be checked
periodically to insure both probes are properly matched to the
SC61 input. An uncompensated probe may result in .....a...eronn
distortion or incorrect amplitude readings. The compensation
affects both the CRT display and the digital peak·tl>peak
function.

Fig. 21 - The signal from the PROBE COMP Jack should
be square, 8S In the top photo. Overshoot (B) or rounding
(e) indicate the capacitor in the probe needs adjustment.



Check the probes' compensation by connecting them to the
PROBE CO:\IP jack on the front panel. The resulting CRT display
should have a flat top and bottom ....ilh square corners. The capa
citor should be adjusted if there is any overshoot or rounding.

NOTE: The probe compsignal ha§square edges. but may nol be
an exaclly symmelrical square wove. The dUfy cycle. exocl
frequency or amplitude is not important in its application of
lesting probe compensalio!'.

To compensate the probes:

using a direct probe. These disadvantages are related to all
direct probes, not only the DP226.

First, the direct probe does not isolate the capacity of the input
circuits and the probe cable from the circuit. This added capa·
citance may cause some circuits to change operating points.
Second. the DC input impedance of the measuring system is
reduced from 10 megohms to I megohm, which may load some
high impedance DC circuits. Third, the frequency response is
limited to 15 MHz. This third point rna)' require a bit more
explanation.

Connecting to a generator output

The direct probe, therefore. is useful in applications requiring
added sensitivity on signals below 15 MHz. It should not,
however. be used for most measurements.

Finally. remember that the SC61 CRT and digital display are
both calibrated for a lOX low-<:apacity probe. The readings must
be divided b)' 10 when used .....ith a direct probe.

It would seem that a direct probe would be no more than a piece
of coaxial cable ....ith a connector on one end and a probe tip on
the other end. This, ho.....ever. does not .....ork well because the one
megohm impedance of the SC61 input does not terminate the
characteristic impedance of the cable, resulting in standing
waves on signals with fast risetimes. The standing waves add to
the measured signal, causing ringing and other waveform
distortion. High quality direct probes, such as the DP226, use a
special resistance wire (with several ohms per foot of DC
resistance) as the center conductor of the coaxial cable. The
resistance damps the standing waves to eliminate the ringing.
The resistance, ho.....ever, also reduces the usable frequency
response because the resistance of the wire is in series with the
input capacitance of the scope.

Adirect connection may be made from a signal generator to the
SC61 input .....hen testing the generator itself or recalibrating the
SC61. Remember that the cable must be terminated with the
characteristic impedance of the generator and connecting cable
to prevent standing waves which may cause waveform distor
tion. Terminate the cable with a feed-through terminator. such
as the one shown in Fig. 23. The terminator must be connected
on the end of the cable closest to the SC61 (not the end next to the
generator) because its main purpose is to quiet the interconnect
ingcable.

Fig. 23 - A 50 or 75 ohm terminator must be usea ar rne
SC61 input when viewing the output of high frequency
generators to prevent the interconnecting cable from ring
Ing.
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1. Connect the two probes to the PROBE Cm.1P jack.

2. Set the channel Aand B VOLTS/DIVISION switches to the
".5" jXlSition.

Fig. 22 - The voltage rating of the 39G183 probes reduce
for frequencies above 1 MHz.

•.
i'toO

3000 volt protection extends to 650 KHz
The voltage rating of all high frequency low-capacity probes
drops as frequency increases. The capacitive reactance at
higher frequencies decrease, causing higher power dissipation
in the probe components and connecting cable. There are very
few applications requiring a higher \'oltage rating of the 39G183
probes. The graph in Fig. 22 sho....'S the protection limits for high
frequenc)' applications. The optional PL'>O'i RF Pickup Loop
may be used for relative measurements of high \'oltage/high
frequency signals. The PL2Q7 is covered in a later section of this
manual.

-

3. Lock in the .....aveform with the trigger adjustments.

4. Set the TlMEBASE-FREQ switch to the.l m sec position.

5. Select the CHAN ACRT display pushbutton.

7. Repeat the adjustments on the channel B probe.

6. Adjust the small trimmer capacitor in the probe connector
body for the best square wave signal jXlSSibJe.

Measuring extremely small signals (in the 5 to 50 mV region)
requires the use of the optional DP226 Direct Probe. The direct
probe results in ten times more vertical sensitivity than the low
capacity probe. There are, ho.....ever, several disadvantages to

DP226 Direct Probe
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Indirect eonneetlolU with the PL:Z07

The 39(;183 probes provide 1(1'1. capacitive loading and high
\'oltage protection adequate for most measurements. The
measuring capabilities of the SC61 may be extended even
further by using inducth'e pickup of signals v.;th the PU07 RF
Pickup Loop. Peak-t~peak readings made \lith the PL207 are
relative. You can confirm a signal is present, its W3\'eshapeand
frequenc)' as .....ell as .....hether the amplitude is increasing or
decreasrng. .

The DC or capacitive loading of any oscilloscope probe may
affect some high impedance/high frequency circuits, such as
oscillators. Simply connec! the PL207 in place of the 390183
probe and position the loop close to a coil or capacitor in the
circuit Mo\'e the loop near the component until a clear wave
form appears on the CRT. II may be necessary to change the
loop orientation for best results.

The PU07 may also be used to sample signals in circuits \loith
operating potentials above 2000 volts. Use extreme caution .....hen
working around high voltage circuits to pre"ent a shock hazard
or direct contact between the PL20i and a high voltage point,
Hold the PL207 se"eral inches from the signal's source. The
PI..207 acts like an antenna to pick up the signal and supply it to
the SC61 input.

"="< ~ "'1:::::S:::::==:::;;~~::=JIt:i-'~

Fig, 24 - The PL207 RF Pickup Loop allows inductive
pickup of signals in high impedance or high voltage
circuits.

Selecting the AC or DC
coupling mode
The SC61 may be used as an AC or DC scope. The 11\'PUT
COUPLLl'oiG s>Aitch (next to each input jack) selects the mode of
operation. When the s ....itch is in the "DC" position, any change
in the a"erage DC le...el at a test point "ill cause the trace to mO"e
"ertically by an amount proportional to the DC ,·oltage. This can
be helpful in a few applications that require the sum of the AC
and DC components of a signal to be measured. The trace shiH·
ing may be annoying when the DC component is not of interest
or is being monitored with the DC function of the digital readout.

Most tests require AC coupling. The AC mode places a capacitor
in series "ith the input circuits to block DC. The capacitor
causes the trace to return to the same vertical position as the
amount of DC ,'oltage at a test point changes. or as the probe is
mo...ed from a test point ....ith one DC le...el to another point ....ith a
different DC le"eJ.

The P.\"PUT COUPLlXG switch ma}' be in any position .....hen
using the digital readout to measure DC ...olts. This is especially
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helpful when making tests in pov,'er supplies, as the CRT sho.....s
the ripple ("ith the I~"PUT COUPLlXG s>Aitch set to "AC")
.....hile the digital display monitors the DC le...eL This is possible
because the DC signal is routed to the digital circuits through a
separate path.

The design of the CRT input circuits prevents possible damage
to solid-state components when moving from a point "ith a high
DC voltage (such as the plate of a tube in a hybrid circuit) to the
input of a solid·state device. The blocking capacitor of other
oscilloscopes holds the DC le...el from the pre,oious measure
ment until it is discharged back through the probe. Conventional
oscilloscopes require grounding the probe to the scope ground to
discharge capacitor when mo"ing from a high "oltage point to a
solid·state device. The SC61 automatically discharges the block·
ing capacitor when the probe is removed from the circuit. The
capacitor discharges in about .2 seconds.

Setting the VOLTSt
DIVISION switch
The VOLTS/DIVlSIO:-J s ....itch ma~' be used in t.....o different
.....ays. depending on .....hether peak·ta-peak measurements are
being made ....ith the CRT or the digital readout. The variable
vernier control does not need to be in the "calibrated" position
when the digital display is used because the signal is routed to
the digital circuits ahead of the vernier or vertical position
controls. The vernier must be calibrated .....hen using the CRT to
determine peak·to-peak amplitude.

Both the digital display and the CRT controls are calibrated for
direct readings .....hen using the supplied 39G183 lOX low·
capacity probes. This is different than most other oscilloscopes
that are calibrated for a direct (I: 1) probe. Most scopes require
multiphing all readings by 10 .....hen the lo"..-eapacity probe is
"""'-
Vsln, the CRT to mellSure p.p &lolts

The instructions for using the digital readout to measure peak.
to-peak voltage are covered in a later section or this manual.
The following procedure should be used when it is necessary to
use the CRT to determine the amplitude or the signal using con·
ventional analog procedures:

r----WARNING-------,
Do not exceed the input rating of the SC61; 3000
volls (DC plus Peak Aq with the 39G183 low
capacity probes. or .500 "olts (DC plus Peak AQ
direct. Use extreme caution when measuring high
"ollages to a\'oid contact with the end of the test
probe or the circuit being tested.

1. Apply the signal to the SC61 and lock it on the CRT .....ith the
TRIGGER adjustments.

2. Tum the vertical vernier for the channel to be measured,
fully clockwise to the "CAL" position.

3. Set the VOLTS/DIVISION s.....itch until the .....aveform is
bet.....een t.....o and four divisions tall on the CRT.

4. Adjust the VERTICAL POSITION control until the bottom
or the wa"eform is lined up .....ith one of the horizontal lines on the
CRT graticu1e (it does not matter which line is used).

5. Adjust the HORIZ POSITIO:\ control until the highest point
of the .....aveform is on the middle CRT graticule line.



6. Count the number of divisions occupied by the waveform.
Remember that each minor mark on the graticule represents.2
major divisions.

i. Multiply the total number of major divisions and parts of a
division by the setting of the VOLTS/DIVISION switch to
determine the total peak-to-peak amplitude of the signal.
Remember that it is not necessary to move the decimal if the
supplied lOX low-eapacit)· probes are used. If the DP226 Direct
Probe is used, divide the resulting number by ten (move the
decimal one place to the left).

Using the CRT to meASure DC levels

The digital readout should always be used to determine the
a\'erage DC level at any test point. The digital section of the
SC6l provides results that are approximately 60 times more
accurate than using the CRT display. The digital DCV circuits
automatically determine the average level of the AC com
ponent of a signal and add this level to the DC bias. These
readings agree ....ith the DC voltages shown on schematics.

There are times when you need to know the DC level of a portion
of a waveform, such as the "on" or "off" level of a digital signal.
These measurements are sometimes called the "absolute value"
or the hOC plus Peak AC" value of the signal. These measure
ments must be made with the CRT because the digital test
sho....-s the average DC level.

The following procedure should be used to determine the
absolute value of any part of a waveform:

r-----WARNING------,
Do not exceed the input rating of the SC61; 3000
volts (DC plus Peak Aq with the 39G183 low
capacity probes, or 500 volts (DC plus Peak Aq
direct. Observe extreme caution when measuring
high voltages to avoid contact with the end of the
test probe or the circuit being tested.

1. Apply the signal to the SC61 and lock it on the CRT with the
TRIGGER adjustments.

2. Turn the vertical vernier for the channel )'ou wish to
measure, fully clockwise to the "CAL" position.

3. Set the VOLTS/DIVISION switch to a marked position that
is between one-half to one-eighth the expected DC level. If, for
example, the expected voltage is 10 volts, the switch should be
set to the ';2" or "S" position.

4. Set the I!\'PUT COliPLING switch to the "ground" position
to establish a zero reference point. (NOTE: The TRIGGER
MODE switch must be in the "Auto" position in order to produce
Q trace with no input signal.)

5. Adjust the position of the trace (with the input grounded)
using the VERTICAL POSITION conlrol until it is on any of the
CRT graticule lines. This is your zero reference line.

6. Move the INPUT COUPLfNG switch to the "DC" position.

i. Decide what part of the waveform should be measured (the
TRIGGER adjustments and TIMEBASE-FREQ switch may
need to be adjusted to show the necessary detail) and use the
HORIZ POSITION control to place that part of the waveform on
the center CRT line. Do not mO\'e the VERTICAL POSITIOX
control. as this will change )'our zero rderence.
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8. Count the number of divisions from the zero reference line
(step 5) to the point you want to measure on the waveform.
Remember that each minor mark on the graticule represents.2
major divisions.

9. Multiply the total number of major divisions and parts of a
division by the setting of the VOLTS/DIVISION switch to deter
mine the absolute value. Remember that it is not necessary to
move the decimal if the supplied lOX low-capacity probes are
used. If the DP226 Direct Probe is used, divide the resulting
number by ten (move the decimal one place to the left).

Tips on measuring DC volts
1. Any graticule line may be used as the zero reference point.

The second vertical input channel may be used to "mark" the
zero point when you are only using one of the channels. Simply
press the A&B CRT display button and ground both inputs with
the Il'WUT COUPLING switches. Set both traces to the same
line. Then, leave the unused input set to the "ground" position
when the measured channel is set to the "DC" position. The
grounded channel trace will remain at the zero reference while
the measured channel moves the correct amount to represent
the DC level.

Fig, 25 - The second channel may be used to mark the
zero reference point by grounding the input and pressing
the "A&B" CRT dispfay seiector,

2. The zero reference point does not need to be reset when
changing the VOLTS/DIVISION s....itch if the TRo\CE SAL
control is properly set. Move the VOLTS/DIVISION switch to a
larger number if the trace moves off the CRT. or to a smaller
number if you .....ant more detail.

3. All direct-coupled oscilloscopes show a slight drift when the
lrace moves a full 8 divisions on a DC measurement. If, for
example, the zero reference is set at the bottom of the CRT, and
the measured DC voltage causes full-screen deflection, the lrace
may shift up to one minor division afler about 15 seconds. This
change represents only a 2% change in the measured voltage,
.....hich should not affect most readings. The drift is minimized
when six or fewer divisions of deflection are used.

Obtaining a locked-in trace
The TRIGGER circuits reference the horizontal s .....eep circuits
to the waveform to pro\'ide a stable lrace. The trace is stable
when the horizontal sweep starts at the same point on the input
signal at the beginning of each sweep of the electron beam
across the CRT. The waveform may jitter or run freely if the
TRIGGER adjustments are improperly set. There are only four
adjustments needed to obtain a stable trace on the SC6l. The
following section describes the effects of each adjustment on the
waveform.



TRIGGER
SOURCE MODE

rf.>/erf.>nced to the AC line. The actual vertical role for TV signars
is 59.94 Hz for interlaCf.>d signals or 60.05 H: for non-inlerloced
signals.
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Fig. 27 - The "AC Line" trigger source helps isolate
power supply problems because the ripple is automati·
cally locked no matter what other signals are present.

EXT TRIG
INPUT
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Fig. 26 - The four trigger adjustments allow a wide
assortment of reference signals to lock the trace.

TRIGGER SOURCE

The CRT display may be referenced to any of four signal
sources. Most tests use a sample of the signal applied to the
\'ertical amplifiers to reference the trigger circuits. A few
special tests require referencing the s.....eep circuits to the AC
line frequency or to an external signal.

The CH A and CH B positions of the TRIGGER SOURCE switch
reference the s.....eep circuits to the signal applied [0 the channel
A or B inputs. These two positions are used for most .....aveform
measurements. There are t.....o general rules to follow .....hen
using the internal trigger references:

I. When viewing one trace. set the TRIGGER SOURCE switch
to agree with the channel being viewed.

2. When using the dual-trace display mode, set the TRIGGER
SOURCE switch to the channel that gives the most stable
reference.

There are exceptions to these rules covered in the section of this
manual entitled. "Special Triggering Conditions". Be sure to
review these special conditions so you know .....hen a special
condition is encountered.

The "AC Line" position of the TRIGGER SOURCE s....itch locks
the sweep circuits to the 60 Hz AC line signal. AC line triggering
simplifies power supply troubleshooting or isolating power
supply ripple. If. for example. you suspect a test point contains
power supply ripple. set the TRIGGER SOURCE switch to the
"AC Line" position and set the TIMEBASE·fREQ switch to the
"I m sec" position. Ripple will remain stationary on the CRT
.....hile all other signals at the test point are out of sync. If the
signal is not locked on the CRT. )"ou know that the interference is
coming from some circuit other than the power supply.

,'I,'OTE: The "AC Line" position oj the TRIGGER SOURCE
switch should 7101 be used 10 reference Ihe sl<'eep circuits when
viewing video signals. The \'errical \'ideo swef.>p rote is 7101
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The EXT position of the TRIGGER SOURCE s....itch references
the sweep circuits to a signal applied to the EXT TRIG Il'.i"PUT
jack in the lower right hand corner of the SC61. This allows both
of the CRT traces to be referenced to a third signal.

NOTE: The Ihree signals must be derived jrom the same
master source. or Ihe SC61 will appear to be Oul af sync when
using the EXTfunction.

TRIGGER MODE

The TRIGGER MODE s.....itch selects one of three types of trig
gering. Most measurements .....ill be made v.ith the switch in the
"Auto" position. The "Norm" and "TV" positions pro\'ide
stable triggering for special signal applications.

The ":-Jorm" position only shows a trace ......hen the trigger
circuits receh'e a signal large enough to produce a trigger out
put. The CRT remains blank until a trigger pulse arrives. There
are two general uses for normal triggering; triggering on
complex signals and triggering on signals that have long periods
with no signal between trigger references. Both applications are
described in more detail in the "Special Triggering Conditions"
section of this manual.

The "Auto" position provides a trace whether or not the trigger
circuits have a reference signal. This mode shows the trace
location at all times to simplify setting up a fully locked trace.

The ''TV'' position switches special sync separators into the
trigger circuits for stable triggering on composite video signals.
The TI:'oIEBASE·FREQ switch automatically selects between
the vertical or horizontal sync separator mode. All sweep speeds
in the "m sec" range use the vertical sync separator, and all
sweep speeds in the "u sec" use the horizontal sync separator.
The TRIGGER POLARITY switch must always be properly set
when triggering on video signals. as explained in a later section.

NOTE: 11 is 7101 necessary to have the TRIGGER MODE witch
in Ihe "TV" position when using Ihe vidf.>o presel position oj the
TIMEBASE·FREQ switch. The presf.>! mode automalically
selects TV Iriggering when Ihe TRIGGER MODE switch is in
the ··..'orm .. or "Auto" position.

TRIGGER LEVEL

The TRIGGER LEVEL control adjusts the sensitivity of the
trigger amplifiers. Fig. 28 sho....'S the effects of this control. Fig.
28.-\ sho.....'S the TRIGGER LEVEL control set to "0" with a sine-



wave input. Notice that the trace starts near the midpoint of the
waveform. Pig. 288 shows the same signal with the TRIGGER
LEVEL control turned towards the "+" marking. Notice that
the trace starts at a higher amplitude on the signal. Fig. 28C
shows that the waveform starts at a lower point when the
TRIGGER LEVEL control is turned towards the "-" marking.

information. The TRIGGER POLARITY switch must be set to
the "+., position if the sync pulses are positive (pointing up») or
to the "-" position if they are negative. Selecting the wrong
polarity may result in an unstable trace, and will always give
incorrect peak·to-peak readings when the Delta peak-to-peak
function of the digital readout is used.

Special trlg"",lng conditIons

Fig. 29 - The TRIGGER POLARITY affects the starling
point of a non-video Signal, or references the sync pofarity
on a composite video waveform.

VideoNon-VideoPolarity

The "Norm" position of the TRIGGER MODE s>witch simplifies
setting the trigger circuits to the edge of the signal. The circuits
are simply adjusted until the trace just appears on the CRT.
insuring the TRIGGER LEVEL control is set for the highest
amplitude signal.

NOTE: The TRIGGER POLARITY switch will appeor to work
bockwards if the channel A !roce is inverted ond the SC61 is
triggering from channel A. The trigger signal is taken from Ihe
chClnnel A amplifier before the inverting amplifier.

Sinewaves with distortion
Lo..... frequency sinev.'ave signals often contain distortion or
interference that may cause unstable waveforms. An audio
generator or amplifier. for example, may have crossover dis
tortion may make the SCSI appear to "double-trigger" when the
TRIGGER LEVEL control is adjusted to trigger at the point on
the wa\'eform that contains the distortion. Fig. 30 sho.....s an
enlarged view of crossover distortion. Notice that there are two
points with the same amplitude. The trigger circuits alternate
ly trigger on both points, resulting in the double pattern. The
SC61 TRIGGER LEVEL control should simply be reset slightly
to reference the trigger circuits atM:we or below the crossover
point.

Most signals require no special adjustments for stable trigger
ing. Simply adjust the TRIGGER LEVEL control until the trace
locks. There are a fe..... signals that may appear to give false
triggering. The SCSI is actuaUy triggering properly. in these
cases, but special parts of the signal may cause the trigger
circuits to begin at different points on the wa\'eform on succes
sh'e s.....eeps, causing an unstable trace.

At other times, audio signals may contain a small amount of a
higher frequency signal that may cause the SCSI to appear to
trigger erratically. Two common examples of signals of this
type are the output of an FM receiver that contains a small
amount of the 19 KHz stereo pilot signal or the output of an audio
stage near a radio transmitter that may be acting as an antenna
and feeding the RF signal through the vertical amplifiers. The
solution, in either case, is the same. Simply adjust the TRIGGER
LEVEL control until the SCSi is triggering properly. In the case
of severe interference, it may be necessary to trigger from the
very top or bottom of the waveform to prevent the false trigger
ing.

Fig. 28 - (A) The trigger point Is In the middle of the
waveform with the TRIGGER LEVEL control at zero. (8)
Turning the control in the If + II direction causes the starl
ing point to move up. (C) Moving the control towards" - ..
causes the opposite effect.

TRIGGER POLARITY

The TRIGGER POLARITY sv.itch determines whether the
trigger circuits respond to a positive or negative transition in
the incoming signal. Most applications work equaUy well with
either polarity. When polarity is important, the "+" position
starts the trace on the part of the signal increasing in amplitude,
and the "-" position starts the trace on the part of the signal
decreasing in amplitude.

NOTE: The "+"ond "-" morkings of the TRIGGER LEVEL
control refer to the position Ihe troce begins re/otive 10 the top
C1nd bottom of the CRT. This is still true when the TRIGGER
POLARITY switch is in the "-" position. The effect will oppear
to be reversed if the chonnel A signal is inverted ond the 5C61 is
triggering from chClnnel A becCluse the inversion of the signol
tokes ploce ofter the trigger toke·offpoint.

The TRIGGER POL<\R.ITY switch must be in the correct position
when triggering the SC61 from a composite video signal. The
sync separators must be told whether the sync pulses (needed
for stable triggering) are positive or negative-going so the sync
separators can properly isolate the sync pulses from the video

To use the "Norm" mode to trigger asignal:

1. Set the TRIGGER MODE s....itch to the "Norm" position.
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2. Adjust the TRIGGER LEVEL control fully clock'Aise.
NOTE: The CRT.houfd be blan.lt.

3, Slov.-h· adjust the TRIGGER LEVEL control in the coonter·
clock'Aise direction until a trace just appears on the CRT..

/l.'OTE: After the proper Irigger level has been ~tab'iJhed. Ihe
TRIGGER MODE J\l.'ilch ma), be returned to Ihe "Aulo" posi·
lion wilhoul affectin, the Irigger poinl on Ihe .i,nal.

Fig, 30 - Sfnewaves wHh distortion or high frequency
interlerence may appear to mistrigger, Readjust the
TRIGGER LEVEL control to lock the waveform.

A.M. signals
Amplitude modulated signals are especially difficult to lock
because the high frequency trigger circuits of the SC61 \\ill tend
to lock to the carrier frequency when the modulating signal is
usually the signal you want to view. There are two ways to
obtain a stable trace on AM signals, First. the TRIGGER
LEVEL control may be set to trigger from the highest peak
modulation as explained in the previous section. This should
provide acceptable triggering as long as the peak modulation
amplitude remains constant. Any change in amplitude,
tlfw'ever. will require readjuslment of the TRIGGER LEVEL
control to establish a new triggering point.

Triggering is much simpler when the audio signal used to
modulate the carrier is available separatel)·. The modulation
signal rna)' then be fed to either the external trigger input or the
second \'ertical input as a reference for the trigger circuits. For
example, if you are using channel A to view the modulation. feed
the modulating signal to channel B and select the CH B
TRIGGER SOURCE, Adjust the TRIGGER LEVEL control
until the SC61 is solidly locked to the modulating signal and then
press the CHAN A CRT display pushbutton. The SC61 \\ill
remain triggered, even if the amount of RF carrier or modula·
tion changes during the measurement,

Signals that are multiples of each other
The SC61 may appear to mistrigger on one signal when vie'4ing
tv;o signals that are multiples of each other. A digital ru~nop.
for example, produces an output that is half the frequency of the
input. Or, a frequency doubler is used in many nt recei\'ers to
step the 19 KHz pilot signal (sent from the station) up to the 38
KHz needed to separate the left and right audio infonnation. The

FIg, 31 - AhQlYs trigger from the lower frequency sign,',
when two signals are multiples of each other, to prevent
the lower frequency signal from double triggering.
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TRIGGER SOURCE s\\itch should always be set to trigger from
the lower of the two frequencies. If it is set to trigger from the
higher frequency. the second channel will be random!)'
displayed because the trigger circuits cannot tell where the
lower frequency is in relationship to the higher frequency.

Digital data [rom microprocessors
Analyzing the inputs or outputs of a microprocessor based
s)"'Stem \\ith an)' oscilloscope requires the system to be placed
into a loop that repeats the same data on a continuous basis.
Attempting to view a waveform with the s)"stem in full opera
tion results in a blur of data beeause the data (and resulting
waveform) will be different every time the electron beam
sweeps across the CRT screen. At times. this is not a problem
beeause )'ou may only be interested in learning whether the
signal is "toggling'" (moving between highs and lows) rather
than vie\\ing a specific set of data instructions.

The service literature for the system should explain how to
place the s)"'Stem into a loop for special tests, Sometimes. this is
a s~al set of instructions designed for troubleshooting only.
The special loop rna)' require adjusting internal s\\itches or
jumpers to place the system into the loop. At other times, the
loop may be produced by selecting a standard function that
forees the system to repeat the same infonnation o\'er and o\'er.
such as a reset function.

After the loop has been established. the SC61 needs a reference
signal to insure that the trace begins its sweep at the same point
in the digital data for each trace sweep. A "reset" or henable"
pulse may be used to trigger the SC61 through the external
trigger input or through the second vertical input,

Finally. the TRIGGER MODE s\\itch sbould be in the "Nonn"
position. This pre\'ents the auto-baseline circuit from causing
the horizontal circuits to sweep between the starting signals.
The SC61 will wait any period of time necessary for the next
starting pulse when the nonnal trigger mode is used,

Video signals
The video sync separators (s\\itehed into the trigger circuits
when the TRIGGER ~toDE S\\iteh is in the "TV" position, or the
TlMEBASE-FREQ s\\itch is in the video preset position)
pro\ide stable triggering on composite \ideo wavefonns. The
sync separators are most important when viewing waveforms
at the vertical rate beeause the vertical sync pulse requires both
level detection and integration for proper triggering.

1be SC61 may trigger \\ith high stability at the video horizontal
rate because the TRIGGER LEVEL control will allow the hori
zontal sync to be isolated from the composite video. The sync
separators must be used, however. for accurate readings of the
Della peak-to-puk function. The sync separators eliminate the
vertical sync and blanking signal from the waveIonn. If these
vertical signals are not eliminated. they \\ill cause improper
Delta readings if the amplitude of any part of the composite
wavefonn, except the sync pulse. is measured. The Delta
circuits \loill measure the amplitude from the bottom of the sync
pulse. rather than the desired video signaL

The CRT shows when the trigger circuits are improperly set,
Fig. 32 shows what to look for. Notice the faint line running
between lhe two horizontal sync pulses in Fig. 32. The faint line
is the vertical sync and blanking. The line is faint because it is
present for only 1/525th the time of horizontal sync. Fig. 33. on
the other hand. shows a horizontal wavefonn when the video
triggering circuits have been properly set and the vertical infor·
mation is eliminated from the trace. The Delta peak·tl>'peak
function \\ill now give the correct reading for any portion of the
trace intensified by the Delta ~teasurement Bar.



Fig. 32 - The vertical sync information shows as a faint
background trace when the video sync separators are not
used or improperly set.

Fig. 33 - The SC61 has special circuits that eliminate the
vertical sync when viewing video signals at the horizontal
rate for correct Delta p.p readings.

There is one other condition unique to video signals. Many test
points in a TV receiver or video monitor contain the vertical and
horizontal S)'llC pUlses needed h)' the SC61 for proper triggering.
A fetA' points, ho.....ever. do not have sync. One example is the
output of the chroma bandpass amplifiers. The low frequency
sync pulses are removed b)' the filtering action of these stages.
Signals \lithout sync information may not lock solidJ)' on the
SC61. Trigger the SC61 from another test point. such as the video
detector or sync separator. to provide a stable trigger reference.
The secQnd trigger source may be fed 10 the external trigger
input or to the second vertical channel.

Setting the
TlMEBASE.FREQ switch
The TlMEBASE-FREQ switch plays a much less important role
in most SC61 measurements compared to an analog oscillo
sctlpe. The digital display provides a direct readout of time or
frequency for most measurements. eliminating the need for
analog readings. The TIMEBASE·FREQ switch, and its
associated \'ernier control, are simply adjusted to show as much
or as little detail in the waveform as desired.

The TlMEBASE-FREQ switch is fully calibrated, allowing the
SC61 to be used as an analog oscilloscope if desired. The main
use of the frequency markings. however, will be to set the
TL\lEBASE-FREQ switch to the correct sweep rate to display a
signal \l;th a known frequency. The following sections cover the
procedures for displaying a waveform, followed by procedures
for malting analog measurements of time and frequency.
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TIMEBASE-FREQ
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Fig. 34 - The outside calibrations simplify setting the
T1MEBASE-FREO switch when the frequency of the signal
is known, or for measuring an unknown frequency with
analog methods. The inside calibrations are for measur·
ing time. The bottom position activates the video preset
buttons.

Selectlne the sweep rate
for a known frequenc)/

The frequency markings on the ring surrounding the TThlEBASE
FREQ s~;tch represent the frequency of the $C61 horizontal
oscillator when the vernier control is in the "Cal" position.
These markings simplify setting the horizontal sweeptircuits to
show a waveform when the frequency of the signal is kno....-n.
The frequency markings eliminate the need to relate time/
di\'ision calibration to frequency_ The SC61 digital frequency
function may be used to determine the frequency of the signal, if
it is not given elsev.'here, as the frequency function gives correct
readings for an)' setting of the TIMEBASE-FREQ s'Aitch.

To set theTL\1EBASE-FREQ switch:

1. If the schematic does not show the frequency:

a. Press the "Freq" DIGITAL READOUT button for the
channel used as the trigger source.

b. If the digital display reads all zeros. the trigger circuits are
not locked to the incoming signal. Adjust the INPUT
COUPLING switch. the VOLTSIDIVISION switch, and the
TRIGGER LEVEL control until you get a frequency reading.

2. Using the frequency from the schematic or from the previous
test as a reference. set the TH\lEBASE-FREQ s'A;tch to the
position marked \lith a frequency that is lower than the
frequency of the signal.

NOTE: The hori:ontol vernier does not have to Ot' in the "Cal"
position/or this test.

3. There\lill be between 2 and 20 cycles of the signal displayed
when the s'A;tch is set in step 2, which gets the TIMEBASE·
FREQ s....;teh close to the desired setting.

~. Adjust the TIMEBASE-FREQ sv.;tch to expand or reduce
the waveform as desired.

Video waveforms

The 5<::61 displa)"S composite \;deo signals in either of 1\\'0 waJ"S.
The fltst procedure is the faster of the two because preset



bunons select the vertical or horizontal video s.....eep rate. The
second procedure al1o\\"5 the composite video signal to be
expanded to see mo~ detail near the back porch of the vertical
or horizontal sync information.

It is normal for the \\'a\'eform at the \'ideo detector of a tele
\'ision receiver to appear thicker on an}' \\;deband scope than on
a lower frequency oscilloscope. The wide frequency response of
the \'ertical amplifiers of the SC61 .....ill respond to the 45.i5 ~tHl

IF carrier passing through the detector. This IF signal will not
appear on a lo.....er frequency oscilloscope because the oscillo
scope's vertical amplifiers filter out the IF carrier. The IF
signal does not affect the TV receiver's picture because the
limited \;deo amplifier frequenc}' response ~moves the signal.

"ideo presets
The TnlEBASE·FREQ witch activates the two \;deo preset
pushbuttons when set to the video preset (bottom) position, The
SC61 displays two cycles of the vertical field rate or two c}'c1es
of the horizontal line rate with the VIDEO VERT or VIDEO
HORIZ button depressed and the vernier calibrated. Rotating
the vernier counterclock\\ise displays more cycles. Pulling the
HORIZ POSITIO;-;, control expands any part of the signal ten
times.

The \'ideo preset position of the TI~1EBASE-FREQ s\\;tch auto
matically selects the "n-" trigger mode_ no matter where the
TRIGGER ~lODE s\\;tch is set. This simplifies trigger setup
.....hen it is necessary to alternately measure \-ideo and non-\'i.deo
signals as the TRIGGER ~IODE s\\itch may be left in the
"Auto" or the "~onn" position (or the \'i.deo and non-\ideo
signals. Moving the TI:'o1EBASE·FREQ s....;tch to the video
preset posilion automatically o\'errides the TRIGGER :'o10DE
switch to select the "TV" trigger mode. SWitching the TI~tE,

BASE·FREQ s.....itch out of the video preset position automati·
call)' returns the control of the trigger circuits to the TRIGGER
MODEsv,itch_

To viev-- composite video signa ls:

1. Apply the desired signaHsl to the vertical input's) and
select the desired display pushbuttons,

2. Set the TIMEBASE-FREQ s....itch to the "VIDEO PRESET'
position,

3, Select the desired TRIGGER SOURCE switch position.

4. Set the TRIGGER POL4.RITY switch to the correct position
to agree v,;th the direction of the sync pulse, "-" for positive
going sync or "-" for negath'e-going sync.

5. Press the VIDEO VERT pushbutton to \;ev.- signals at the
\'ertical rate. or the VtOEO HORIZ pushbutton to view signals
at the horizontal rate.

Using the TDlEBASE-FREQ s\\;tch
to view video signals
The video sync separators may be used ....ith any of the cali
brated s.....eep positions of the TIMEBASE-FREQ s....itch b)'
s\\'i.tching the TRIGGER MODE s.....itch to the "TV" position.
The TIMEBASE-FREQ s.....itch is generally used .....hen time
measurements must be made on a portion of the composite
video signal. or .....hen the area follo.....ing \'ertical or horizontal
sync must be expanded to \·ie..... detail in the blanking intervals.
This feature allO""'"5 the VIRS or VITS signal (in the \'ertical
blanking intel"'\'all or the color burst signal (in the horizontal
blanking inten-aJ.) to be expanded.

The selection of the \·ertical or horizontal sync separators is
automatically made by the TIMEBASE·FREQ s....itch. All
s.....eepspeeds in the "m sec" range use the \'ertical sync separa
tor, and all sweep speeds in the "u sec" range use the horizontal
sync separator.

To \'i.e..... composite \'i.deo signals:

1. Apply the desired signai(s) to the vertical inputlsl and
select the desired display pushbuttons.

2. Set the TRIGGER :'oIOOE s\\itch to the "n'" position.

3, Select the desired TRIGGER SOURCE switch position.

4. Set the TRIGGER POLo\RITY s.....itch to the correct position
to agree .....ith the direction of the sync pulse ,.+" for positive
going sync or" -" for negati\'e-going sync.

3. Select the desired s.....eep speed. remembering that the verti
cal sync separator is used in all sweep speeds marked "m sec"
and the horizontal sync separator is used for all s.....eep speeds
marked "u sec",

NOTE: The TRIGGER LEVEL conlrol should lLtually be set to
the ":ero" posillon. 1/ the trace u not /ull)! rrfggered, adjust Ihe
TRIGGER LEVEL conlrol/ar best triggering.

"iewing VITS and VIRS
Most TV stations transmit special reference signals during the
vertical blanking interval. The two most common signals are
the VITS (\'ertical interval test signa\) and VIRS {vertical inter·
\'al reference signal>. These signals may be viev.'ed on the SC61
.....ithout the need for dela}'ed sweep. The SC61 has special

VlTS Typical vtRS

Composite Video
Field 2

amlWJKfmr~ 10

.EQuaL·I" Vert. .1" Equal .1
Pulses Sync Pulses

'._----------------Blankinll ---------+ TopolI. lnt&/'Val· .. Picture

vrTS Typical VlRS
Video

{nlH1JLlMJz'fs'"If'!
I• V"'-·1Sync

Fig. 35 - vlrs and VIRS are located on lines 17, 18, and 190' the vertical blanking interval.
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circuits in the sync separators that isolate the two vertical inter
laeed fields to prevent overlap of the signals from the first and
second fields.

The signals are displayed by setting the TIMEBASE-FREQ
switch to the .1 m sec position, the trigger mode to --TV". and
expanding the waveform ten times. The special sync separators
result in a stable trace.

To view the VITSor VIRS:

1. Set the nJ\IEBASE·FREQ S"1ritch to the.l m sec position.

2. Set the TRIGGER ~IODE sv.itc:h to the "TV" position and
adjust the other trigger adjustments for a properly locked signal.

3. Center the VIRS or VITS signal on the horizontal center line.

4. Activate the lOX expand mode by pulling the HORIZ
POSITION control.

5_ Center the desired signal on the CRT.

,\'OTE: The VIRS or VITS signals are present lor only one line
out 0/ the 525 lines 0/ video in/ormation. Any oscilloscope shows
a greal reduclion in CRT inlensily when viewing signals ....·ith
duty C)'cles Ihis low. You may need to turn the INTENSITY
contral/ully clockwise to view the signal. Some competitive
oscilloscopes may appear brighter than the SC61 when viewing
these signals, but this is usually because they do not ha\'e Ihe
speciol circuits Ihat eliminate the overlap between the IWO
verticaljiefds. The result is a trace that appear.s twice as bright.
but has t...'O ....·al:eforms wilh a half-line shlft super-imposed on
each other.

Chroma Reference

Black Reference

Burst

1144---19th lIne-----.!~ Sync Pulse

Fig. 36 - The VJRS consists of a chrome reference, a
luminance reference, and a black reference.

Fig. 37 - Increase the INTENSITY control setting to view
the VJTS and VJRS on the expanded signal.
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MeASuring time with the
TlMEBASE.FREQ switch

The digital Delta TIme function eliminates analog time measure
ments for most applications. A ft!\l.· applications. however, may
require the use of the CRT because the time period is too short to
accurately set the DELTA BEGIN and DELTA END controls.

There are two sets of markings around the TIMEBASE-FREQ
s....'itch. Use the inside numbers to measure time. The numbers
represents the amount of time needed for the trace to mo...e
horizontall}' one major division on the CRT screen. The horizon
tal ..-ernier control must be set to the fully c1ock.....ise "Cal"
position for accurate results.

To measure the time period of any signal:

1. Set the horizontal vernier to the fully clockwise "Cal"
position.

2. Adjust the TI)iEBASE·FREQ s....'itc:h until sufficient detail
is sho.....n on the CRT to ..'it!\l., the part of the .....a ..·efonn to be
measured. Use th!'! lOX expand feature. if necessary. on fast
signals.

3. Adjust the VERTICAL POSITION control until the part of
the .....a...eform to be analyzed is on the center horizontal graticu1e
line.

4_ Adjust the HORIZ POSITIOS control until the beginning of
the part of the .....a ...eform to be analyzed is lined up ....ith a verti·
cal CRTgraticule line (it does not matter....-hichone).

5. Count the number of di ..isions occupied by the part of the
.....a ...eform that must be measured. Remember that each minor
division represents .2 major divisions.

6. Multiply the number of divisions times the setting or the
Tl~IEBASE-FREQ s....itch. The s.....eep rate is one-tenth the
marked time if the lOX expand feature is used.

Fig. 38 - The number of divisions occupied by the wave
form are counted and multiplied by the setting of the
TIMEBASE·FREQ switch. This putse is 1.3 divisions wide
(each minor division is .2 major divisions).

Rise time measurement
Rise time is that time bet een the 10% and 90$ points of the
leading edge of a square a...e or pulse .....a...eform. This is also
called "transition time" in some literature.

To measure rise time:

1. Connect the SC6l to the desired signal source and use the
TRIGGER controls to lock the signal on the CRT.

2. Adjust the TlMEBASE-FREQ switch so that only one or two
cycles of the .....a...eform are on the screen.



Fig. 39 - Risetime is measured between the 10 end 90
marks after adjusting tha waveform to extend from 0 to
100.

3. Set the HORIZO~lAL \lERro-lER control to the fully clock·
'Aise "calibrated" position.

4. Adjust the VOLTSIDIVlSlOX sv.;tch and \'emier control so
that the wa\'efonn fills the 6 divisions on the graticule. between
the "0" and "100" marks. Use the VERTICAL POSITIOX
control to place the two extremes of the wa\'eform at these
points.

5. Measure the number of divisions on the horizontal axis that
the trace occupies between the 10$ and 90% points. The number
of divisions is then multiplied by the setting of the TIMEBASE·
FREQ s....itch setting.

NOTE: If the rise time is too small to be seen with the normal
setting of the TIMEBASE·fR£Q switch. pull the lOX EXPAND
s ....·itch and meaSUH' the number of diviaioru. Multiply number
of horizontal divisioru the trace occupies by the setting of the
TIMEBASE·FREQ switch and divide the result by 10 to get the
actual rise time.

Fall lime measurement
Fall time is that time between the 90% and 10$ points on the
trailing edge of a square wave or pulse. It is measured in the
same way that the rise time is measured.

Determ'n'nll 'requenc:l' with the
TlMEBASE.FREQ switch

The digital circuits provide fast and accurate tests of frequency
of either an entire waveform or part of one. The TL~tEBASE

FREQ switch may be used to determine the approximate
frequenc}' of an unkno.....n signal. however. for special
applications.

The frequency markings of the TIMEBASE-FREQ s\\;tch
simplify frequency calculations. These markings represent the
frequency of a signal that displays e.xac:U}· one cycle across the
10 full horizontal CRT divisions. NOTE: Remember that
Sencore oscilloscopes. marked with frequency. have t....·o differ·
ent methods ofcalibroting rhe hori=ontal control. The frequency
mar.ltings represent the full 10 divisions, while the time markings
represent the timefar One mojor CRT division.

Frequency calculation involves setting the TIMEBASE-FREQ
switch to one of the seven settings marked \\ith a frequenc}·.
C'OWlting the number of cycles of the unknown signal in all ten
horizontal CRT di\'isions. and multiplying the number of cycles
times the marked frequency.
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Todetermine the frequenc}' of the input signal:

1. Set the horizontal vernier to the fully clockwise "ear
position.

2. Adjust the Tl~tEBASE-FREQ s\l.itch until more than one
cycle of the wa\'eform is sho.....n on the CRT and the sv.;tch is in
one of the se\'en positions marked ....ith a frequency. The lOX
expand ma}' be activated by pulling the HORIZ POSITION
control for signals over 10 ::\IHz.

NOTE: Any number of cycles may be used. The highest
accuracy. ho.....e\·er. results when fewer than 10 cycles are shown
acrO.$S the full width of the CRT. Using the lewest number of
cycles possible reduces interpretation error when estimating
the partial cycle In the last CRT division.

3. Adjust the VERTICAL POSITION control until the wave
form is centered on the center horizontal graticule line.

4. Adjust the HORIZ POSITIO:"l' control until the beginning of
one complete cycle lines up ....ith the left-most line on the
graticule and (at the same time) the wavefonn extends to the
right-most graticule line.

5. Count the number of complete c~c1~ displa~-ed in the ten
horizontal CRT divisions. If the last cycle does not end exacU}'
on the right·hand graticule mark. estimate what fraction of the
last cycle is present at the right·hand line.

Multiply the number of whole and fractional cycles in the ten
horizontal divisions times the setting of the TlMEBASE·FREQ
s....itch.

SOTE: Multiply the frequency times ten if the lOX expand
function is activated.

For example. the .....aveform in Fig. 40 sho.....s approximately 9A
cycles in the ten horizontal di\'isions of the CRT. The TIM.£..
BASE-FREQ sv.itch is in the I MHz position \l.ithout the lOX
expand acti\·aterl. The resulting frequency is then 9A MHz.

Fig. 40 - Count the number of full end partial cycles in
the 10 horizontal divisions when making enalog frequency
measurements. Here ere 9.4 eyetes.

Seconda~ user controls
There are five secondary adjustments accessible through small
holes in the front panel. Use a small screwdriver to adjust these
controls. These controls require only occasional adjustment to
compensate for slight drift in the internal circuits. The follo....ing
instructions explain how to test or adjust each of the secondat}·
controls.



Fig. 41 - Location of the ASTIGMA 115M and TRACE
ROTATOR controls.
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ASTIGMATISM Fig. 42 - Location of the amplifier balance controls.

The ASTIGMATIS~( control .....orks in conjunction ....ith the
FOCUS control to product! the sharpest possible trace. The
A$TIG:\L-\TlS:\l control compensates for minor changes in the
CRT and high voltage power supply. The ASTIG:\L-\T1S:\1 and
FOCUS controls are simply balanced for the sharpest trace.
Once the controls are balan~, the FOCUS control should ha"e
sufficient range to compensate for variables, such as changes in
brightness. different s .....eepspeeds. etc.

To adjust the ASTIGMATIS:\! control:

1. Set both IZ\'PUT COUPLI~G s....;tches to the "ground"
position and depress the VECTOR CRT displa)' pushbutton.

2. Adjust the I~TENSITY control until a dot appears that is
reduced in brightness enough to pre,'ent blooming (a halo
around the dot).

3. Alternately adjust the FOCUS and ASTIGMATISM controls
until the dot is as small and round as possible. It is normal for
the tV"e controls to interact,

TRACEBAL

The two TRo\CE BAL controls balance DC bias of the vertical
amplifien to insure the trace does not move venically when
adjusting the VOLTSIDIVlSION sv.'i.td!es or the vertical vernier
controls. Proper setting of these controls results in accurate
measurements when using the CRT display to measure the DC
le\'el of a signal.

To set the TRACE BAL controls:

l. Set the TRIGGER MODE s....itd! to "Auto" to provide a
baseline ....ith no input signal.

2. Set the channel A l!\'PlIT COlWLI!'G s....itch to the
"ground" position and depress the CHAN A CRT display push·
button.

3. Set the channel A VOLTS/DIVlSION s....itch to the ",S"
position,

4. Set the channel A vernier control fully counterelockv.'ise.

TRACE ROTATOR

The TRACE ROTATOR ensures the trace is parallel to the CRT
graticule markings. External magnetic fields (including the
earth's) affect every oscilloscope. If, for example, you move the
SC61 from a north·south to an east·west orientation, the tilt of
the CRT beam changes slightly. It is normally not necessar;' to
reset theTRo\CE ROTATOR control unless the SC61 is moved to
a ne".. location or some change occurs in the e."ternal magnetic
fields.

5. Adjust the channel A VERTICAL POSITION control until
the trace lies on the horizontal center line of the CRT.

6. Turn the channel A vernier control fully clock....ise. If there
is any movement of the trace away from the center line, adjust
the TRACE BAL control until it returns to the original position.

7. Repeat steps -l through 6 until there is no further improve
ment.

To set the TRACE ROTATOR:

1. Set the TRIGGER MODE switch to "Auto" to pro\'i.de a
base line with no input signal.

2. Set the channel A lI'-;"PlJT COUPLI:\G sv.'i.tch to the
"ground" position and depress the CHAl'\' A CRT display push·
button.

3. Adjust the channel A VERTICAL POSITIO:-l control until
the trace is adjacent to one of the CRT graticule lines.

8.Repeat steps 2 through 7 for channel B.

NOTE: The TRACE BALCOl1trofs ore IG-turnpotentiometeu.

INVERTBAL

The II\'VERT BAL control balances the DC bias on the channel A
im'erting amplifier to pre\'ent a change in vertical position when
the traCi:! is inverted. This control should not be adjust~ until
the channel A TRACE BAL control is properl)' set.

4. Adjust the TRACE ROTATOR until the trace is parallel to
the CRT graticuJe line.

Toset the INVERT BALcontrol:

1. Perionn the TRACE BAL adjustment listed abo\'e. Leave
all front-panel controls set as indicated in the prevjous proc-eCure.

2. Press theC~VA CRT selector pushbutton.
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3. Adjust the channel A VERTICAL POSITION control until
the trace lies on the horizontal center line of the CRT.

ZAXISINPur

4. Pull the channel A VERTICAL POSITION control to
activate the invert function. Be sure you do not change the
setting of the control as it is pulled.

5. If the trace moves. adjust the INVERT BAL control to
return it to the center line.

6. Carefully push the channel A VERTICAL POSITION
control back to the non-im'erted position. If there is a change in
trace movement, repeat steps 3 through 6 until there is no
further improvement.

NOTE: The INVERT SAL control is a 100turn potentiometer.

A signal applied to the Z AXIS I~-PUT connector on the rear
panel intensifies or blanks the trace. A positive signal of 5 volts
causes the trace to blank. The direct-coupled input allows modu
lation with any signal from DC to 5 MHz.

Do not apply more than 35 volts <DC + Peak AC) to the direct
coupled input. Possible damage to the amplifier may result if a
larger amplitude is applied.

NOTE: Th~ Z AXIS INPUT signal leads the channel A ar B
vertical input by ;0 nanoseconds due to the signal delay line in
the vertical amplifiers. Consider this delay when using Z AXIS
modulation for critical timing tests.

Rear panel 'uses
and connectors
Fuse replacement

,------WARNING------,
Always replace the protective fuses with the correct
type and rating. Any other fuse type or rating may
cause internal damage to the SC61 or create a fire or
safety hazard. Using an improper fuse type or rating
\'oids all warranties.

AcceuoJ'31 (output) lack

The small pin-jack on the rear of the SC61 provides an unregu
lated DC power supply output to power accessories, such as the
PR47 600 MHz Prescaler. The output voltage is between 12 and
15 volts DC, with a maximum output current of 100 rnA. An
accessory connected to the BNC input connectors uses the
ground of the connector as the negative return path. Ground
isolated accessories through the GRQUr..."D jack on the front
panel.

The digital readout

Fig. 43 - Location of the fuses and jacks on the back
panet.

A blov.'I1 fuse often indicates some problem inside the $C61. Try
replacing the fuse first, as a fuse occasionally blow'S for no
apparent reason. If the fuse continues to blow. the S(:&1 should
be serviced.

The SC61 has two protection fuses located on the rear panel. The
left-hand fuse is the AC power line fuse_ The right-band fuse
protects the low voltage supply from possible damage if the high
voltage power supply fails.

Digital readout not aHected by CRT controls.
The unique design of the SC61 provides a complete tnterface
between the CRT display section and the digital readout. The
signals feed directly from the vertical amplifiers and horizontal
trigger circuits to the microcomputer. Each signal connection is
made ahead of circuits strictly associated with the CRT displa)'.
such as the position controls or the verniers. allowing the CRT
display to be any convenient size without affecting the digital
tests.

The 390183 low-capacity probe supplies signals from the test
point to the CRT input and DC input for most tests. The use of the
(supplied) 390157 DC voltage probe allows using the DC test
independently from the CRT input.

Measuring DC volts

Introduction

1be internal microcomput.e.r monitors the signals applied to the
channel Aor B inputs. Pressing the correct DIGITAL READOUT
pushbutton displaY'S one of the seven parameters monitored by
the microcomputer. The same probe feeds the signal to the
microcomputer and the CRT display. Sencore calls this"Auto
TrackingU '" beeause the microcomputer constantly. and
automatically, tracks the CRT input at all times.

The CRT and digital display are often used together to
completely analyze the signal at a test point. It is usually best to
lock the waveform onto the CRT before making digital measure
ments. Most digital tests. however. o~rate properly vt'ithout the
CRT trace locked in. This allows the digital tests to be made by
themselves. or made before locking in the CRT. The digital
peak-to-peak or frequency reading. for example, often helps set
the CRT vertical and horizontal controls for an unkno\\'I1 signal.

Symptom for
Blown Fuse
Completely dead,
including LCOs.

LCD's work, but no
trace, even when
BEAM FINDER
pressed

1/4 A, 510-810,
3AG

Size
lA, SloBID,3AG

HV
Supply

Fuse
AC Line
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The DCV function measures the average DC voltage at a test
point to agree with the DC values shown on schematics. Appli-



cations requiring the absolute DC \'alue of part of a .....aveform
(such as the amplitude of the highs and low's of a digital signa))
mJUire conventional analog technique. as explained on page21.

lbe DCV function is fully autoranged. allo....ing it to operate
independentl~' of the CRT display. The CRT display may be
adjusted to an~' con'·enient size. and the l~-PlIT COUPLING
sv.itch may be in any position \\;thout affecting the DC readings.

Fig. 44 - Press the channei A or 8 "DeV" buHon to
measure the average DC voltage applied to the probe. The
VERTICAL POSiTION controls and VOLTS/DIVISION
switches have no effect on the reading.

P""ldnl/ or nulllni/ s11/'"'1s

The is megohm input impedanCf:. hov,.'e\·er. is in parallel with
the 10 megohm input of the CRT display at the tip of the 39G183
probe. resulting in a parallel impedanCf: of 6 megohms. If you
are working in a high impedance circuit. )'00 may wish to take
full advantage of the full 15 megohm DC input impedance, This
may be done in one of two ways.

DC I_dlnl/

To peak or null a circuit:

The input impedance of the SC61 is 1.5 megohms at the DC\' IN
jack. Tbe39G183 or 39G157 probe has a 13.5 megohm resistor in
series \\ith the input to isolate the capacity of the DCV lead from
the circuit. The total input impedanCf: is then 13.5 - 1.5
megohms or 15 megohms.

Some applications require the DC level at a test point to be set to
the highest or lowest possible value. Any digital DC meter will
be slo.....er than using an analog readout because the digital
readout updates in steps, rather than on a continuous basis, The
CRT display may be used to provide an analog indication of the
peaking or nulling action while the DCV function is used to
accurately determine the DC le\'el after the cirucit has been set
to the peak or null.

The Bi"\C connector of the 390183 probe rna)· be disconnected
.....hile the DCV IN ('{)nnector is still connected to the SC61. The 10
megohm input to the CRT is then remo\·ed from the parallel
path. resulting in the full 15 megohm input impedance. Or. the
separate 39G157 DCV probe: ma,y be used without the 39G183. In
either case. the front panel GROU~l) lead should be connected
to the circuit ground to pro\ide a signal return path.
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,...-----WARNING ------,
The SC61 DCV function is referenced to the chassis.
There is no safe way to float the SC61 to make
measurements in circuits that hne a common voltage
above or ~ow earth ground. These measurements
should only be made with a separate meter \\1th suffi
cient common mode protection (sometimes called
"DC OffsetU

) to match the required offset.

1. set the TRIGGER :\lODE s\\itch to the "Auto" position to
provide a CRT trace.

2. set the Il\-PUT COUPLING sv.itch to the ..DC position.

NOTE: It fs not necessor)' to estoblish 0 :ero reference point
becouse the CRT disp/o)' will be used for relativE' pE'al!:ing and
nulling action. ond not to determine the actual DC voltage level.

To measure DC volts:

1 Suppl~· the DC signal to the DC\' IN jack of channel A or B
using the 39G157 DC probe or the 00' lead of the 39G183 low
eapa.Cl~· probe.

2.. Press the channel A or B "DC\'" DIGITAL READOliT_too.

3. Press the "OCV" DIGITAL READOUT button for the
channel being used.

4. Note the DC level on the DIGITAL READOUT. and set the
VOLTS/DIVISION s\\itch to a position between one-hall and
one-eighth the measured value. For example. if the DC le\'el is
12 \·olts. set the switch to the "2" or "5" position.

;-;OTE: II is nOI necessar), to set the vernier control to the coli·
brated position. as the CR T is onl)' used as 0 reloti~'e indicotor.

3. Read the digital display. The readings are direct when the
supplied probes are used..

Accuracy between channels
The channel A and channel B DC inputs each read \\;thin .5% or
the actual signal le\'el. The two channels are also matched to
read within .5% of each other. Each channel may show a slightly
different reading if both probes are connected to the same test
point.

For example. applying a precise 1 volt signal to either channel
could result in a reading betv;een .995 and UI05 volts and still be
\\ithin the .5% tolerance. Adding the two tolerances together
results in a possible 1% dilferenCf: between the channel A and B
reading. Howe\·er. the two channels are matched to keep each
channel \\ithin .5% of each other.

5. Observe the CRT display while adjusting the circuit. The
CRT It'ace \\i11 move up or d0'4"tl. as the DC le\'el increases or
decreases. A peak has been reached when the CRT traCf:
reaches its highest point and begins to decrease. or a null has
been reached when the CRT trace reaches its lowest point and
begins to increase.

Me4Uurlnl/ Ol!e1' 2000 volts DC

T.....o optional high "oltage probes allow DC measurements over
2000 volts. These probes divide the DC signal by 10 or 100. The
probes are used \\;th the supplied 39G157 DCV Probe. The
39G157 slips into a special connector in the rear of the multiplier
probe: which. in tum, is connected to the circuit test point.
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The optional TP212 Transient Protector Probe a1lo~-s \'oltage
measurements to 10 KV ~ith 1% accuracy. The TP212 dhides
the input signal by 10. requiring the decimal place of the
displayed \'alue to be moved one place to the right for the actual
circuit voltage. For example. a reading of 395 volts represents a
circuit \'oltage of 3950 volts.

The optional HP200 High Voltage Probe allo....-s voltage measure
ment to 50 KV with 2q; accuracy, The HP200 divides the input
signal by 100. requiring the decimal place of the displayed value
to be mO\'ed t .....o places to the right for the actual circuit \·oltage.
For example. a reading of 395 volts represents a circuit \'oltage
of39.5OO\'0Its,

NOTE: The high \lo/tage probes increase the input impedance
by 0 faclor of 10 or 100. allowin, measurements in high
impedance circuits with minimum DC loading. The TPZ12
results in a 150 megohm input impedance, or Ihe HP200 results
in a JSoo megohm (1,5 gigohm) input impedance.

r-----WARNING -------,
Do not attempt to perlonn any high \'Oltage testing
until you have completely read and understood the
following warnings and instructions!

1. 'ever attempt to measure more than 2000 \'olts
without the use of a high voltage probe. To do SO may
damage the SC61. the equipmenl under test, and/or
cause a severe shock hazard to the operator.

2. If the common lead should become detached
during a high \'oltage measurement, immediatel)
remove power to the circuit under test. Do not touch
the lead, the SC61. or the high voltage probe until the
power has been removed as there is a possibility of a
severe shock hazard. Be sure the SC61 functions
properly before continuing to use it after power to the
circuit has been remO'-ed. Damage to the SC61
because of a detached ground lead is not CO\'ef"ed by
any warranty.

3. If the SC61 probe should become detached from
the hi$h \'oltage probe during a measurement,
imme(halely remove the power to the drcuit under
test. Do not touch the high voltage probe until the
power has been removed and the high voltage is dis,
charged as there is the possibility of a seo.ere shock
hazard.

4. If the high \'oltage probe must be held during a
measurement, do so \\ith extr~e caution. Be sure
the connection to the probe and the ground lead are
firmly anached. Hold the probe behind the molded
safely rings to prevent the possibility of contacting the
high voltage test point or to prevent arcing across the
probe to your body.

5. Remove the po.....er to the circuit under test
before making connection to the test point or before
disconnecting the high \'Oltage probe from the circuit.

To measure over 2000 volts DC:

1. Remo\'e po.....er from the equipment in \o\'hich the high
\'oltage is to be measured.

2. Connect the 39G157 probe to either of the DCV lX jacks. Be
sun~ Ihe connector is firml)' sealed.

3. Slide the tip of the 39G157 into the opening at the rear of the
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high voltage probe, Be sure tbe tip is nrml~' seated in the con·
nectar inside the probe in such a wa)' Ihat it cannot become
delached during the measu~ment.

4. Secure!)' altach the black ground lead supplied with the
SC61 to the common point of the circuit to be tested. Be sure Ihis
lead cannot become del3ched during the high voltage measure
ment. Connecl the other end to the GROUr-.'D jack on the SC61.

,\'OTE: The common point must be referenced to earlh ground.
TheSC61 chassis musl not be floared abo,"e earlh ground during
a measurement. Use an isolation IraTlSformer on Ihe circuit
being lested if necessary 10 isofate Ihe common point from earth
ground.

5, Connect the high voltage probe to the lest point to be
measured In such a wa)'lhallhe probe does not h3\'e to be held
during Ihe measurement. If it must be held. do so with extreme
caution (see warning _-I at lefO.

6. Press the "DC\-' DIGITAL READOlJ'T pushbutton for the
SC61 channel used.

7. Apply power to~ equipment under test.

8. Multiply the reading on the digital display by 10 when using
the TP212 or by 100 when using the HP2OO.

9. Remo'"e pcnr.·er to the equipmenl under test before discon
DeUiDg the high \'oItage probe.

Fig. 45 - Use extreme caution when measuring hif1h
voltage with the optiona' HP200 (shown) or TP212 high
voltage probe.

Measuring pfUJk.to
pfUJkvolts
The SQiI uses a special (patent pending) circuit that measures
the true peak-ta-peak amplitude of any signal applied to the
channel A or B input. Simply press the chaM~1 A or B VPP
DIGITAL READOl.iT pushbutton for a direct readout of the
signal amplitude. The frequency response of the digital circuits
closely matches the CRT response for direct digital readout of
the amplitude of any wa\'eform the CRT is capable of display
ing.

You may find at times that the digital readout shows a higher
\'alue than is displayed on the CRT. If there is a difference. the
digital display will be the more accurate for two reasons. First.
the digital peak-la-peak readout is much mor~ aceurate. As is
typical of most scopes. the CRT amplitude accuracy is -1% \lith a
frequency response of 3dB. The peak-ta-peak meter. howe\'er.
has an accuracyof~ and frequency response of O_SdB.



SecondJy, the digital meter measures fast transitions on the
signal which may not be readily noticeable on the CRT. Two
waveform imperfections or interference cause higher peak·to
peak readings, The interference may be overshoot or other fast
spikes too dim to normally see, In addition, random noise spikes
may occur in either case, something not readily \;sible on the
CRT is causing the meter to read higher,

FrequenC1l measurements
Pressing the channel A or B uFREQ"" digital readout button
displays the frequency or the signal applied to the \'ertical input.
The frequency function is fully autoranged. so there is no need to
select resolution. read rates, or frequency ranges. The micro
computer automatically selects one of tv.·o signal conditioning
circuits for stable frequency readings.

The SC61 measures signals from 1 Hz to 100 MHz. The 5C61
microcomputer automatically selects one of 5e\'en internal
frequency counter ranges, Signals up to 100 Hz ha\'e two fuJI
digits after the decimal point for extremely aceurate readings
on lov.· frequency signals. Signals from lOll Hz to lOll KHz ha\·e.1
Hz resolution for acr:urate audio measurements. Higher
frequency signals are autoranged to prO\;de six full digits of
resolution. See Fig.';7 for details.

Fig, 47 - The microcomputer automatically setects the
correct range and read-rate for any appfied frequency.
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Fig. 46 - The channel A or B "VPP" buttons measure
the amplitude of the entire waveform. The VERTICAL
POSITION control Bnd vertical vernier have no affect on
the accuracy.

Range
Number,

2
3
4

5
6
7

Frequencies
Cov",ed

1-'0 Hz

'0-99.9 Hz
lQl).999,9 Hz

1·99,9 KHz

'00.999.9 KHz
'·9.99 MHz
'0-99.9 MHz

Resolution
,01 Hz
,01 Hz

.1 Hz

,1 Hz
1 Hz
10 Hz

100Hz

Update
TIme

2 sec,
.2 sec.
.2 sec,
.2 sec,
2 sec.
,2 sec.
.2 sec,

Vsing VPP without the CRT

Tht'! digital VPP function speeds signallracing when the wa\'e·
shape of the signal is not important. Simply press the \'pp
button for the channel you are using and mo\'e from one test
pomt to another Without settmg the controls needed for a fully
locked CRT display The \'PP test will show the overall ampli·
tude at eaC'h point.

The resolution of the digital display is controlled by the VOLTS/
DIVISION s\\;tch. :\love the VOLTS/DIVISIO~ switch to a
lower range setting if less than three full digits of resolution are
sho\\'n on a measurement. Move the switch to a higher range if
the displays sh~"S an "overrange" mdication ofnashing eights.

Vsln, the VPP function
to set the CRT dlsplo)/

The VPP function confirms that the setting of the VOLTS/
DIVISIO:\ switch agrees ,..';th the amplitude of the measured
signal. If. for example, the trace appears as a straight line, the
test point may ha\'e no signal. or the VOLTS/DIVISIO:\ s\\;tch
may be set for too large an amplitude, Press the VPP button for
the channel you are \'iewing to determine if there is a signal
present. If only one or two digits of the display show a number.
reduce the range of the VOLTS/DlVISIO:\ sv.;tch.

If, on the other hand, the displa)' sh~"S an ovemmge indication
(flashing 888). the input signal is larger than the CRT can
display. Increase the setting of the VOLTS/Dl\'ISIO:\ sv.;tch
until the o\'errange stops.
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Frequency accuracy versus resolution

The accuracy of the SC6l frequency readings is .001% from 15 _
35°C, This accurac)' is the same as most stand·alone frequency
counters, The six digit display matches this acr:uracy for
reliable results. Frequency counters v,;th higher accuracy (and
more digits) are generally only needed for transmitter service
that requires maintaining a frequenc)' to FCC specifications.

The ,001% accuracy of any service-grade frequency C'ounter
means that a frequency of I MHz will be measured accurately to
±IO Hz. The 3,58 MHz color oscillator frequency of a video
recorder, for example, is accurate to ±36 Hz (.001% times 3,58
:\tHz>, As )'ou can see. the last digit of a 7-digit, ,001$ frequency
counter is totally meaningless.

The SC61 provides resolution that agrees with the measuring
accuraC')', The last digit of a 3.58 :\lHz reading. therefore, is
within ±4 counts,

But, the question still remains, "Is this accurate enough to use
as a frequency reference'?"" The answer is )'es any time you
C'alibrate an uncompensated clj"Stal oscillator. The SC61
accurac)' exceeds the accuracy of the circuit, except in the case
of a TCXO (temperature compensated cr)"StaJ oscillator)
module or an oven-eontrolled cr)"Stal. These high aceuracy
circuits, howe\'er, are rarely found in applications outside
broadcast or communications transmitters.

SienaI levels needed for 0 sta"'" readlne

The SC6l frequency function allo....,so the frequencies of tv.·o
signals to be measured. even though they may be totally
unrelated, The SC61 requires 1....·0 internal frequenc)' channels to
accomplish this, Each channel has a slightly different design to
give optimum results. The microcomputer automatically



selects which of the two channels is used to disp.1ay a frequency
reading depending on which channel "FREQ" button is selected.
and which inpUt is used to trigger the CRT display.

The most important thing to remember about the main counter
channel is that the frequency counter reads correctly whene\'er
the CRT display is locked to the incoming signaL Con\'ersel)"
the counter will read all zeros if the lrigger circuits are not
locked.

TIle auxiliary channel requires at least 1.5 major divisions of
signal on the CRT for ae<::urate measurements. Check the ampli
tude of the auxiliary channel on the CRT to cooflTID. the signal is
large enough to measure. Change the setting of the VOLTSI
D1VISIO:\, s~itch if the CRT amplitude is less than 1..5 major
divisions.

The chart in Fig. 48 shows when the main and auxiliary channels
are used for the different TRIGGER SOURCE s~itch positions.
For example, if the CRT is triggered from channel A, pressing
the channel A "FREQ" button routes the signal through the
main channel. Pressing the channel B "FREQ" button routes
the signal through the auxiliary channel.

switches to the longer read time when these signals are
measured.

Some video frequencies read low
A special circuit in the video sync separators compensates for
the equalization pulses which folio\\' the vertical sync of an inter·
la~ video signal. A standard frequency counter sho~"5 a higher
frequency than the SC61 because the equaliz.ation pulses (which
occur at a rate twice the horizontal frequency) add to the stan·
dard sync pulses. The SC61 reads an interlaced signal at the
correct frequency of 15.73-1 Hz when the trigger circuits are
properly adjusted,

The frequency cireuits read a non·interlaced signal (such as
produced by color generators. low·priced cameras. \ideo
games. etc) at a 1000'er frequency. Non-interla~ signals do not
have equalizing pulses or vertical serration pulses. This results
in a period of time ....ith no signals to count, resulting in a lower
frequency reading.

Xon-inteclaced signals ha\'e a vertical cate of 60.05 Hz cather
than the nonnal interlaced frequency of 59.s;, Hz. Non·inter
laced signals ha\'e onl~' 52.; horizontal lines in one \'ertical
fcame. The extra line used in inteclaced signals (to produce the
standard 525 line raster) is di\ided in half to produce interlaced
scanning in which the horizontal lines of one field fall betv..een
the horizontal lines of the second field. The missing line slightly
changes the \"ertical frequency.

The first frequenc)' reading takes from 1 to 3 seconds
The frequency function is usually selected after the CRT is
adjusted to displa)' the signal. The microcomputer locks to the
incoming signal during the CRT setup procedure, or while some
other DIGITAL READQtJl' button is pressed. The fll'St reading
takes about 1.2 seconds to appear when the "FREQ" button is
pressed because the autoranging cireuits fiest measure the
signal for 1 full second (in case the incoming signal is less than
10 Hz) and then go through the normal .2 second reading to come
up with the final range. The frequency function then updates at
either the.2 second or 2 second cate. depending on the frequency
of the incoming signal.

If the "FREQ" bUlton is alceady depressed when the signal is
first applied to the vertical input, hov,,'ever. there is aboul a 3
second pause before the first reading appears. The extra time is
needed for the microcomputer to detect the signal, switch to the
correct read rale. and process the aata. The longer delay is
nonnal, and should be expected when you first connect the
probe lO the circuit or first adjusl the lrigger circuits for a
locked trace.Main Aux

"FREO" Button Selected
A 8

Trigger
Source
CHA

The "main" frequency channel recei\'es its signal from the
output of the CRT trigger amplifier. Taking the signal from the
lrigger output results in a stable frequency reading any time the
CRT display is locked to the incoming signal. This, in turn,
a11O\\"5 frequency measurement of complex wavefonns, which
cannot be measured ~ith a conventional counter. The mic~
computer automatically selects the main counter channel when
the channel A "FREQ" button is pressed and the TRIGGER
SOURCE sv';tch is set to "CH A" or when the channel B
"FREQ" button is pressed and the TRIGGER SOURCE s~itch

is set to "CH S".

The second counter ("auxili8iY") channel allov.-s counting a
second signal, unrelated to the signal used to lrigger the CRT
displa)', The auxiliary channel provides more stable signals
than most stand-alone frequency counlers because it has an
auto-baseline circuit that seeks the a\'ecage DC level of the
incoming signal. Most counters aC'CW'ately measure either a
positive or negath'e polarit)' pulse, but not one of the opposite
polarity. Some bcands of counters measure posith'e pulses. and
others measure negath'e pulses. The SC61 measures both.

Signals belo\\' 10 Hz require 2 seconds to produce the needed
resolution and accuracy. The microcomputer automaticaUy

Frequencies below 10 Hz
require longer counting time

Fig. 48 - The microcomputer automatically routes the
signal through the correct counter channel depending on
the source used for triggering the CRT.

The microcomputer automatica11)' selects the amount of time
needed for each frequency reading. All frequencies above 10 Hz
use an update cate of .2 seconds, A special microcomputer
program provides extra r!SOlution in the 10 Hz to 100 KHz cange
to provide.l Hz resolution v.;th a .2 second read cate. A conven·
tional frequency counter requires a 10 second read rate to prm.ide
this same resolution.

Removing signal causes last reading to freeze
The digital display continues sho~ing the last reading for aboul
four seconds if the input signal is suddenly removed. This
feature may prove helpful when monitoring an intermittent
oscillator, amplifier, etc. as the last frequency reading is left on
the digital display long enough to note the frequency, When per.
fonning this test, observe the signal on the CRT to tell when the
circuit signal quits. Read the digital display as soon as the CRT
shows the signal has disappeared,

NOTE: The microcomputer must be in the jrequency mode ot
the time the signel quits. You cellllot switch to the frequency
mode during the four second period elld obtain the fast frequency
reading.

Delta Digital Tesu

Delta Bar:
Measuremenl Bar: Intensified area set to any portion of wa\'e

fonn ~ith Delta Begin and Delta End controls; functions of
controls automatically reverse if o\·erlapped.
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Range: 1 second to 50 nanoseconds.
Set.ability: =:20 nS typical.

Peak-to-Peak Volts:
Function: Amplitude of intensified area measured.
Range and Specifications: same as Peak·ta-Peak \'olts above.
Sourcf:: Selected \l,;th channel A or B pushbutton.

Delta Time:
Function: Actual time of intensified area measured.
Accuracy: Same as frequency function abo\·e. Accuracy

unaffected by setting of horiwntal or "enical controls.
Ranging: Microcomputer automatically places decimal and

annunciator reading of mS or uS.

chance of losing the intensified bar when the beginning and end
are o\·erlapped. It also is helpful when you want to make a
measurement before and after a certain point on the waveform,
as it is only necessary to change the position of one end of the
Delta Bar to make the two measurements.

A given combination of settings of the .4 BEGI~ and .4 El\'D
controls results in the bar covering approximately the same per·
centage of the CRT screen horizontally for any setting of the
TBLEBASE·FREQ sv.itch or the horizontal frequency vernier.
The beginning and ending positions "ill, therefore. need to be
readjusted if the sweep rate is changed. However. the Delta Bar
stays in the same position on the trace when changing the
HORIZ POSITION control or activating the lOX expand function.

I/Deita Time:
Function: Calculates equivalent frequency of Delta Time read

ing.
Accuracy: sameas Delta Time.
Ranging: Microcomputer automatically places decimal and

annunciator reading of Hz. KHz. or MHz.

Digital Display:
Type: Liquid cr)'stal v.ith high temperature fluid for fast

response time and high contrast.
~umberofDigits: Six (resolution controlled by microcomputer).
Annunciators: 12 (controlled b)' microcomputer>.4. A. B. MHz.

KHz. Hz, uS. mS. VDC. VPP. AlB, and B/A.

•
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The beginning and end of the Delta Bar are always timed iden·
tieaDy in channel A and B. This allows the Delta Bar to be used
to measure the time delay between two signals, or to mark the
position of a lransition in one channel to compare the time
relationship of a transition in the second channel.

The amount of intensit)· difference between the Delta Bar and
the background is a fiXed ratio. Use the I:'\'TE:\'SITY control to
adjust the contrast between the Delta Bar and background
trace. It may be desirable, for example, to reduce the setting of
the INTENSITY control until the Delta Bar is the only part of
the trace shown. Increasing the setting of the l:~'TENSITY

control slightly causes the non·intensified areas of the wave
form to also show on the CRT screen. Setting the ll\'TE:\'SITY
control too high may resull in little contrast between the Delta
Bar and background, leading to difficulty in seeing the begin·
ning and ending points.

Fig. 50 - Pressing any of the four DeHa buttons activates
the DeHa Begin and Delta End controls to set the position
of the Intensified bar on the waveform.
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The Delta measurements
The three Auto-Trackingnl tests of DC \'olts, peak·ta-peak VOlts,
and frequency measure the entire wneform. Many applications
require measuring only a part of a wa,'eform for amplitude.
time relationships, or frequency. The $C61 Delta Measurements
make these measurements y,.ith the same speed and accuracy of
the Auta-TrackinglJr4 tests.

It is much easier to determine the position of the Delta Bar when
the trace is not expanded v.ith the lOX expand feature because
the intensified area may be in the 90% of the trace that is not
shown in the expanded mode. The intensified area may be
placed at the vertical center line. and the lOX expand feature
activated afler determining its position on the unexpanded
wa'·eform.

Pressing any of the four Delta measurement buttons activates
the .4 BEGIN and .4 END controls. These controls position an
intensified bar any.....here on the waveform. The intensified bar
is the only part of the waveform measured by the digital
circuits.

The .4 BEGIN and.4 E!\'D ctlntrols are multi·turn potentiometers
to allow the Delta Bar to be set y,.ith the highest degree of
accurac" possible. 1be microcomputer automatically exchanges
the funtion of the ('A'O controls if the end of the Delta Bar is
positioned before the beginning. This feature eliminates the

NOTE: The SC61 must be properly lrinered lor reliable Delta
mecuurement because each measurement is made on the actual
part o/the signal Interulfled by the Delta Bar. Unstable trigger·
Ing conditioru cause unstable Delta r"adings. A total lack 0/ a
CRT Irace (caused by setting the TRIGGER MODE switch to
"Norm" and ha .... ing the TRIGGER LEVEL control set outside
the range 0/ the input signal) causes the delta/unctions to read
:ero.
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Delta peak·to-peak Delta peRk.tOopeak and IIldeosll/naJs

The boP?\, function measures the amplitude of the portion of the
waveform intensified b~' the Delta Bar. The amplitude of
channel A or B may be measured b~' depressing the appropriate
bunon. The digital circuits measure all parts of the intensified
signal.

Some applications may require the Delta Peak-to-Peak function
10 isolate extraneous signals from an amplitude reading...\
w3\'eform \\;Ih an overshoot or other Interference. £orexample.
1,l,;11 Include the interference in the 10lal peak-to-peak value.
e\"en though the mterference has no aHeet on the circuit. Simply
use the [Rita Bar 10 intensify all parts of the waveform t')'Cf'pl
lhe Interference 10 measure the effeclh'e amplitude of the rest of
the signal

To measure the PPVof a part of a signal:

1. Press the CH A dPPVor CH B.6 PPV bunon.

2. Adjust the INTENSITY control for the desired contrast
bet......een the Delta Barand the background.

3. Adjust the 6.BEGIN and dENDcontrols until the area to be
measured is intensified.

Delta peak-tf>peak readings of ....ideo signals require the use of
the special "'ideo sync separators. The sync separators
eliminate "'ertical s ...-nc interference in addition to their main
function of producing a stable trace. The Delta peak-ta-peak test
rna" show an error .....hen attempting to measure part of a hori
zontal line ~;th "'ertical interference. Consider the follov.;ng
example to understand .....hy this is true.

The wa....eform in Fig. 52 shows the ....ertical sync interference
C<lmmon La all other triggered oscilloscopes. Xotice the faint
.,·ertical sync pulse extending between the horizontal sync pulses.
Xov.', look at Fig. 52 to see whal happens when the Delta peak.
tf>peak function is applied to this signal. The color burst is inten
sified ~ith the Delta Bar. But. the circuits measure the ampli
tude from the boltom oi the sync pulse to the top of the burst (as
shown) rather than the burst by itself. No....... compare this to the
results obtained when the sync separators are properly used.

The sync separators detect the ....ertical sync and blanking
signals and prevent the CRT from sweeping during that time.
The result is clean horizontal signals without lhe .,'ertical inter
ference. The amplitude of the color bursl (or any other portion
of the wa....eform) will now be accurately measured ......ith the
Delta peak·tf>peak test as shown in Fig. 53.

'"
,.oro.

-•
~..

Fig, 52 - The Defts p.p function will measure the ampli.
tude from the vertical sync pulse to the top of the wavtt
form if the video sync separators are improperly adjusted.-: (

NOTE: Al""'ays checl!: for the presence of Ihe foint \'erti("a/ sync
pulse before attempting fO make a Delta peak· to-peal!: measure.
ment on a hori:ontal ....ideo ""'aveform. Adjusl the TRIGGER
LEVEL conlrol until the \-ertical interference is eliminated.

Fig. 53 - The Delta p.p function reads the correct ampff
tude when the sync separators are adjusted to eUm/nBte
the vertical sync information.

II CH A t;. DELTA MEASUREMEN
6PPV

'" TE SIFIED '"BEGIN PORTIO END

II CHB

0 06 PPV

Slow sweep speeds require longer I:i PP time
The peak-tf>peak function makes between 2 and 26 calculations
for each digital update. depending on the signal amplitude_ This
method provides the highest accurac)' possible over the ...1';de
frequency range of the SC61. The standard VPP function makes
the tests continuously, providing a readout in less than one
second for any input signal. The Delta function. howe....er. may
make onl .... one calculation for each sweep (depending on the
applied signal> because the peak-ta-peak circuits are only actio
....ated during the time the wa...·eform is intensified with the Delta
Bar. Delta peak·tf>peak measurements on the three slo.....est
s .....eep speeds (20. SO. and 100 m sec/division) require longer
measuring times.

NOTE: The special display annuncialars will sho"'" Ihe "d" and
"A" or "B" 10 show which channel is being measured and
"VPP··. The readings are direct when the supplied lOX fo'\ol.··
capacity probe is used. The decimal should be mo\'t'd one place
to fhe left if a direct probe is used

4. Read the amplitude of the intensified area on the digital
display.

Fig. 51 - The amplitude of any part 01 the channel A or B
waveform is measured by pressing the correct button and
adjusting the BEGIN and END controls untif the Defta Bar
covers the area to be measured.
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-Fig. 55 - Duty cycle is measured by comparing the on-
time to the total time of a waveform. Hote that only one
DeNa position needs to be changed to expand the DeNa
Sa,.

MelUurlne dut31 C3/cle

Fig. 54 - The DeNa Time function measures the actual
time of the intensified area. The vertical or horizontal
verniers have no effect on the accuracy.

1be Ii lUtE feature may be used to make the two measurements
needed to calculate duty cycle by changing only one of the Delta
Bar position controls. Follow the waveforms in Fig. 55 as you
read the following instructions.

To determine duty cycle:

4. Read the time relationship on the digital display.

1. Press the IiTl~lE button.

Press the 4 TIME butlan.

2. Adjust the I:-.,.E:"SITY control for the desired contrast
between the Delta Bar and the background.

3. Adjust the ABEGIN and AE~TIcontrolsuntil the area lObe
measured is intensified.

Delta Time measurements

SOTE: The microcomputer Qutomatically places the drcimol
Qnd sf'lecLS Ike "1715" or "uS" annunciator. The channel A aT B
annunciators ore nol displayed/or time measuremenLS b('cause
the Della Bar measures fhesame lime interval in bath channels.

To measure any time relationship:

TIle Delta Time function measures the actual time duration of
the intensified Delta Bar. The time is measured with the same
high accuracy cireuits used to measure frequency. The Delta
Bal minimized interpretation errors because the intensified
area is part of the waveform. eliminating parallax errors and
errors in interpreting a part of a CRT division.

2. Adjust the liBEGIN and liEND controls until the on·time of
the w3\'eform is intensified.

Measurlne the delo31
between twosienals

3. Read the digital display and record the displayed time.

.;. Adjust the !l.BEGI~ and liE:\"D control until one full qcle
cA the ....'Sveform is intensified.

S. Read the digital display and record the displayed time.

6 Oi\;de the on-time by the total time to determine the duty
c:yde. For example. an on-time of 50 uS. and a total time o( 100
as. represents a duty cydeo( 501\.

The Delta Bar simplifies measuring time relationships between
two signals because the beginning and ending point are at the
same place in both traces. The intensified area is adjusted to
intensify the diHerence between a transition of the waveform in
channel A compared to the same transition of the wa\'eform in
channel B. The digital display then shows the time difference of
the t.....o points.

To determine the time delay between two signals:
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1. Press the .6TIME bunon. Adjusting a circuit for a desired time

2. Position the two waveforms on the CRT so an identifiable
transition is visible in both traces.

3. y....hile looking only at the top waveform. adjust the fJ.BEGI~

control until the end of the intensified bar that is mO\'ed by this
control is positioned exactly at the selected transition in the
waveform.

NOTE: Ignore the second channel and lhe second end of the
interuified bar.

4. While looking only at the bottom waveform. adjust the
.6 END control until the end of the intensified bar that is moved
by this control is positioned at the selected transition in the
wa\·eform.

The Delta Time function allo",-s adjusting a circuit to a pre
determined time. The Delta Bar is adjusted until the desired
time is displayed in the digital readout. The circuit is then. in
turn, adjusted until the waveform falls into the intensified area.

To adjust a circuit to a predetermined time:

l. Press the .6TIME button.

2. Adjust the dBEGIX control until the Delta Bar begins at
the start of the wa\'eform interyal to be adjusted.

3. Adjust the fJ..END control until the digital displa)' reads the
desired time.
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Fig. 57 - To adjust" eJrcuit for a predetermined time:
(A) Adjust the Delta Begin control until the Delta Bar starts
at the reference point on the waveform. (8) Adjust the
Delta End control for the correct time, (C) Adjust the
circuit until the wsreform faits Into the intensified area.

4. Adjust the circuit until the waveform just fills the area
intensified by the Delta Bar.

NOTE: There isa slight delay belween lhe time the control is Sl't
and the digital readout produces a reading
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5. Read the digital displa)' to determine the amount of time
delay between the two channels.

Fig. 56 - To measure the delay between two signals:
(A) Adjust the Dena Begin control until the bar Is on the
top waveform transition, (B) Adjust the DeHa End control
until the bar Is on the bottom wareform transition, (C) Read
the de'ay on the dlgita' display,

NOTE: Do not readjust the 4BEGIN control. Ignore the position
of the end of the Della Bar in the top channel.
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Slower sweep speeds produce slower readings
The Delta Time function measures the actual time co\'ered by
the intensified area of the CRT beam. The displa)' updates ever)'
third s.....eep. At higher sy,;eep speeds, the display updates at a
constant rate determined by tbe microcomputer processing
time. At lo.....er s.....eep speeds, ho.....e\·er. you may notice a slightly
slower update time as the microcomputer must wait for the end
of~ s.....eeps to pnxluce accurate readings.

Measuring rue time or fon time

Rise or fall time is the amount of time it Lakes a .....aveform to
change from 1000 to 90% amplitude. The Delta Time function is
used v.itb the special markings on the left side of the CRT to
measure rise or fall time, The wa\'eform is adjusted until it just
fills the CRT from the 0% to the 100% marks. and the Delta Bar
is then adjusted to CO\'er tbe area from 10% to 90%.

To measure rise time:

1. Adjust the VOLTSIDIVISION switch VERTICAL POSITION
control and vertical vernier conteol until the .....aveform extends
between the 0% and 100% CRT markings.

2. Press the lJ.TIME bulton.

3. Adjust the ABEGIN and lJ.E~'D controls until the Delta Bar
covers the portion of the .....aveform between tbe 10$ and 90$
marks (the dotted lines on the CRT screen).

"'. Read the rise time from the digital display. ...
•
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Fig, 58 - To measure risetime, Intensify the area from '0
to 90 on the CRT with the waveform extending from 0 to
100.

To measure faU time:

The procedures are the same as measuring rise time except the
Delta Bar is used to highlitethe falling edgeof the signal.

Using the Delta functions
to measure frequenC3/
The 1/ lJ.TIME function calculates the equi\'alent frequency of
any signal based on the period of one of its cycles. The applica·
tions of this function are different than the frequency functions
covered earlier because the resulting frequency reading is only
an approximation based on the period of one c)'cle. It is. there
fore, less aceurate than using the frequenc)' function on a
periodic signal. such as a sine.....ave or square .....ave.

The main application of the 11 ATIME function is to determine
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the approximate frequency of a signal that is part of some other
signal. such as interference. The results are faster and more
accurate than making a frequency measurement using analog
oscilloscope procedures because there are fey,;er chances of
introducing interpretation error into the calculations. The test
is. ho.....ever. based on the same concept of measuring a time
period to calculate frequency. The microcomputer simply
dhides the lJ.Time results into ··one" to pnxluce the I/lJ.TDoIE
reading.

The accuracy of the results depends on how closely the Delta
Time Barcan beset to cover exactly one cycle of the signal. This
requires estimating the beginning and end of the waveform to be
measured. When measuring a sinewa\·e. for example. it is
generally easier to adjust the Delta Measurement Bar from one
peak of the signal to the folloy,ing peak than it is to approximate
the midpoint. Both methods are shown in Fig. 59 for comparison.

Fig. 59 - n is usualfy easier to mark the waveform from
one peak to the next (B) than to try to accurately estimate
the midpoints when meBsurinf/ equivalent frequency.

It is often easier to measure the period of two c)·cles. and then
multiply the resulting frequency by two. on fast signals. This is
especially true if the signal being measured has a frequency
O\'er 20 MHz. or if the period of the signal is very small
compared to the time of one c)'cle of the main waveform.
Remember that ~..ou multipl)' the resulting frequency by two
because having the period ty,;ce as long results in a calculated
frequency that is one-half the correct frequency.

To measure tbe frequency of a signal v.;th tbe Delta function:

1. Expand the locked w3\'eform until the detail of the signal to
be measured can be seen on the CRT,

2.. Press the l/ 1I.TL\1E button.

3. Adjust the lJ.BEGIX and 6 E~l) controls until the intensified
Delta Bar exactly covers one cycle of the signaL

-I. Read the equivalent frequency from the digital display.

NOTE: The display annunciators indicate .....hether the results
are in H:. KH:. or MH:. The decimal is always correctly placed
by the microcomputer for the displayed range.



M.....urlnl/ phase .hlft

The 1/ .o.rt\YE function may be used to determine the phase
shift between two signals much fasler than using conventional
analog scope methods. The Delta function is used to measure the
time delay between the t .....osignals. The time delay is converted
to an equi\'alent frequency by pressing the 1/ .0. TIME button.
The equivalent frequency is then compared to the actual fre
que:ncy of thew3\'efonn measured v.ith the F'REQ function. The
ratio of these t .....o frequency readings is the fractional part of
360· represented by the phase shiH between channels.

For example. the waveform in Fig. GOA sho\\"S two 1MHz signals
with ISO· phase shift between channels. When the Delta Time
function is set between the peak of the signal in channel A and
the peak of the signal in channel B (Fig. 6OB), the measured
time .5 microseconds. or one-haH the period of the entire signal.
The eqUivalent frequeoc}' of .5 microseconds (displayed when
the 1/6 TL\lE button is pressed) is :! ~IHz. Dh;ding 2 into 1
gh'es .5. and multiplying this times 360° gives an answer of ISO"
phase shift between channels.

Fig. 60 - The phase shift between the signals is measur·
ed by intensifying the difference of the two signals and
reading the 1/Delta Time frequency. Here, the 2 MHz read·
ing compared to the 1 MHz signa' indicates 180· phase
shift.

The zero reference signal should always be connected to the
channel A input in order to tell whether the phase of the second
signal is leading or lagging the reference signal. Procedures are
gh'en for calculating either leading or lagging phase angles.
~lost phase measurements are made as a lagging angle.

Initial setup for measuring phase:

1. Connect the channel A probe to the reference signal and the
channel B probe to the second signal.

2. Adjust the size of both signals with the VOLTS/DIVISION
s\lo;tches and vertical \'erniers until the signals are between 2
and.; \'ertical di\;sions on the CRT. The exact size is not
important.

3. Adjust the channel A VERTICAL POSITto~ control until
the channel Atrace is in the top half of the CRT. and the channel
B VERTICAL POSITION control until the channel B trace is in
the bottom half of the CRT.
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To calculate lagging phase:

1. Press the 1/ IiTDlE button.

2. Obsenre the top waveform as you adjust the Ii BEGIN
control until the beginning of the Delta Measurement Bar is at
the very top of the trace.

3. Adjust the- ~ E~TI control until the end of the Delta :\Ieasure
ment Bar is at the v~' top of the first c}'cleof the bottom wa\'e
form to the right of the Bar's beginning point.

~. Read the equivalent frequency from the digital display.

5. Press the FREQ button for either channel :\ or B (the
frequency \loin be the same for both channels).

•
'01...

Fig. 61 - To measure phase shift: (A) Set the beginning
of the Delta Bar to the top of the waveform in the top trace,
(B) Set the end of the DeUa Bar to the same point in the
bottom trace, (C) Read the 1/Delta Time frequency. Here,
the 16 MHz reading compared to the actua' frequency of
3.58 MHz represents an 80.5· phase shift.



6. Divide the actual frequency step (step 5) by the equivalent
frequency (step~) and multiply the results times 360·.

To measure the ratio of two frequencies:

1. Apply the signals to the channel A and B inputs.

Phase Shirt = FREQ

l/LLTIME
x 360' NOTE: Both channels must havi" sufficient amplilude to operate

the FREQfunctions. See page33for details.

2. Press the "AlB or B/A" button.
NOTE: If thi" channel B signal is leading the channel A signal
phose (the results are greater than js{}O), you may calculate the
leading phase by subtracting IS{} from the above calculations, or
use thefol/owing procedure.

To calculate leading phase:

I. Press the 1/ 6 TIME button.

2. Observe the lap waveform as you adjust the 6 BEGIN
control until the beginning of the Delta Measurement Bar is at
the very topof the signal.

3. Adjust the .6END control until the end of the Delta Measure
ment Bar is at the very top of the first cycle of the bottom wave
form to the left of the beginning point.

4. Read the equivalent frequency from the digital display.

5. Press the FREQ button for either channel A or B (the
frequency will be the same for both channels).

6. Divide the actual frequency (step 5) by the eqUivalent
frequency (step 4) and multiply the results times 360·.

FrfUluenc~ ratio tests
The SC61 automatically calculates the ratio of the rrequencies
applied to channel A and B by pressing the ';A/B or B/A"
button. The ratio test is used to confirm that a fixed or program
mable digital divider is dividing the input signal properly, or
that a frequency multiplier stage is multiplying correctly.

The microcomputer not only calculates the ratio, it also indicates
whether the frequency in channel A or B is larger, If, for
example, the channel A signal is higher in frequency than
channel B, the display annunciator .....ill show "AlB". If, on the
other hand, the channel B signal has a higher frequency, the
annunciator will show "B/A". The ratios will always be shown
as a number 1to 999,999.

•• 0•• 0•~
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Fig, 62 - Press the "AJB or BlA" button to calculate the
ratio of the frequencies applied to the two input channels.
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3. Read the ratio of the frequencies.

NOTES: I. The microcomputer requires about 2 to of seconds
between updates because it must first complete a measuring
cycle for each channel and Ihen calculate the ratio of the two
frequencies.

2. Some ratios may show 2 counts low (for example 5 may
show as 4.9998) because each of the frequency readings is ±l
count. Simpiy round these readings to the next whole number.

3. When both signals are exaclly the some frequency, the
display will show l. The AlB and BIA annunciators normally
alternate when both frequencies are the same.

4. The display reads 0.000 if either channel does not have
enough signal to produce a frequency reading. Use the AlB and
BIA annunciators to determine which channel is not reading a
frequency. Ij the "AIB" annunciator is on, channel A does not
have enough signal to produce a frequency reading. If the
"BIA ,. annunciator is on, channel B does not have enough signal
toproduceafrequency reading.

5. Ratios over one million will couse the dispiay to overrange
with four dashes (----).

6. When measuring ratios involving frequencies over 100 MHz
using the PR47 UHF Prescaler on one channel, multiply the
resulting ratio by 10.



MAINTENANCE
Introduction
As \l,ilh any precision piece of test equipment. the calibration of
the SCOt should be checked periodically 10 insure that the
instrument remains within specifications. A one-year
recalibration interval is recommended to insure the SC6t
remains within published specifications.

Service and Calibration
The SCOt should be relUmed to the $encore Factory Service
center for a complete check-out and recalibration. ~onnal turn
around time is 3 working days. User calibration procedures
dealing \lith the front panel adjustments. such as DC balance.
are found in the operating instruction section of this manual

The schematic and parts Jist for the SC61 aN! included on
separate sheets with this manual. Any parts required may be
ordered directl)' from the $encore Fadory Service Department.
3200 $encore Drive. Sioux Falls, $D 57107. or you may call at
(605) 339-0100.

Circuit Description and
Calibration Instructions
Complete circuit descriptions and calibration instructions are
3\'ailable from the Factory Sen;ce Department. 3200 Sencore
Drh'e. Sioux Falls. SO 5HO'i, The cost of each is $10.00 to cover
c:opyingand handling. Ask for the "SC61 Circuit Description" or
the "SCSI calibration Instructions".
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Converting the SC61
from 120 VAC to UO VAC
operation
The power transformer used in the SetH has two primary .....ind
iogs that allow you to connect them in parallel for 120 VAC oper
ation or in series for 220 VAC operation for either a 50 or 60 Hertz
AC line, The terminal strip near the AC line fuse has an extra
terminal for this con\'ersion,

Toconvert the SCSI to 220 VAC, 50/00 Hertz:

l. Disconnect the poVo'er cord from the AC outlet and remove

""case.
2, Remo\'e the solid blue .....;re from the terminal strip where it

is attached to the solid black ......ire. Remove the black/white ......ire
from the terminal strip where it was attached to the blue/white
......ire.

3, Connect the solid blue wire and black/......hite ......ire to the
center unused terminal on the AC terminal strip.

4, Solder all connections and replace the SC61 case.

NOTE: .I\farlrit Ihe rear 1001'1 with another self-slklriting laoel indio
cating Ihat the sca~ has been converted to 220 VAC operation.
Damage will not reSLlh from 120 Volt AC operation. OLlt may
caWle someone to believe that the scope has (1 defect.

,

•



SERVICE {/ WARRANTY
Warrant3J
Your SC61 Wa\'l'form AnalyzE.'f has bt'€'n built to th{' highest quality standards in thE' industry. Each unit has been
(('sled. aged under power for at l('ast 2"' hours. and then fclt'Sted on e\"ery function and range to insure it ml'! all
published specifications after aging. Your instrument is fully protected with a 9O-da)' waH311!)" and SE-ncore's
exclush'(' 10000 .\Iade Right Lifetime Guarantee in the unlikely en'nl a manuracturing defect is missed by these
tests. Details are co\'t>rl'd in the separatE' booklet. Read Ihis booklet thorough I)'. and keep it in a safe place so ),ou can
re\'iew it if qUt'stions arise later.

Service
The S('ncof(' Factor)' Sen"in' Oepartmf'nt proddes all in- or out-of-warrant)' sl'r\'icl' and complete recalihration
sl'n'ices for Sencore instrUlllents, NO LOCAL SERVICE CEXTERS ..\RE ,\UTHOHIZED TO REPAIR SEXCORE
INSTRU:\IEXTS. Factory st'n'j("t' assures you of tht' highest quality work. tht' latt'st circuit impro\"emt'nts. and the
fastt'st turnaround time possible because e\'ery technidan spedalizes in Sencore instruments. 5encore's sen'ice
Departmt'nt can usuall)' rtpair your instrument and return it to )'OU faster than a local facilit)· stn'idng man)'
brands of instruments. e\"en when shipping time is included.

YOU DO NOT XEEO AUTHOHIZ,\T10N TO RETURX A~ INSTRU;\lEXT TO SENCORE FOR SERVICE, 8e sure
)·ou include )'our name and address along with a description of the symptoms if it should t'\'er be nt'ct'ssary to return
)'our instrument. Ship your instrument by United Parcel sen'ice or air rrt'ight if possible. USt' parcel post only when
absoluttly nt'cess3ry,

BE SURE THE I1\'STHU:\IE1\'T IS PROPERLY PACKED, Use the original shipping carton and all packing inserts
whene\"t'r possible. tr the original packing matt'rial is not a\'ailablt'. make certain the unit is properly packed in a
sturdy box with shock-absorbing material on all sides, Sencore suggests insuring the instrument for its rull \'alue in
case iI is lost or da maged in shipment.

A separate schematj(" and parts list is included if you wish to repair your own instrument. Paris may be ordered
directly from the Factor)' service Department. Any parts not shown in the parts list may bt' ordt'red by description.

We resen'e the right to t'.\:amine deft'cth'e components before an in-warrant)· replacement is used.

SENCORE FACTORY SERVICE
3200 sencore Drh'e
Sioux Falls. SO 5ilOi
I-800-SENCORE
FAX: 605/335-63i9

Fill In for 3/our records:

Date Purchased: _

Serial Xumbt'r _

Run Xumber _

(NOTE: Please refer 10 thE' run number ifil is necessary 10 call the Service DE'pOrlmenl, The run number may be
updated when the unit has been returned for sen'ice.)
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SE:NCORE:
3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57107

Phone TolI·Fr.. 1·800·eer--lCOFIE

Printed in U.S.A.




